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SUMMARY

Patent Working and Compulsory Licensing
Section 146 of the Indian Patents Act mandates that every patentee discloses the
extent to which she has commercially "worked" her patent. The rationale for this
statutory mandate is that it helps evaluate if the piMentee has satisfied ·the reasonable
requirements of the public, and thereby fulfilled her part of the social' bargain whilst
securing a twenty year monopoly from the state. Should she fail in this important
intellectual property "duty", her patent is susceptible to a compulsory licence,
wherein a third party ~an produce and sell a competing product expected to be more
accessible and available to the general public.
Such a compulllory license was issued three years ago over .Bayer's ·patented
anticancer drug Sorefanib Tosylate (sold as "Nexavar") on the ground that it was
exorbitantly priced at Rs 2.8'lakhs..(about USD 4500 a month) and hardly available to
2% of the patient population. The license was issued in favour of Natco, an Indian
generic company, which then sold the drug (as "Sorafenat") at Rs 8,800 (about USD
150) a month.
While making its argument for a compulsory license over Bayer's highly pricep
drug, Natco relied heavily on the patent "working" figures submitted by Bayer as
part of its Form 27 declarations to the Indian Patent Office. These figures more than
amply demonstrated that Bayer was hardly satisfying 2% of the patient population
through its sales/ disbursements of the drug: To this extent, Form 27 disclosures
constitute an important edifice of tl1e patent regime, and gauge the existence and
extent to which a patentee translates a government secured monopoly into public
benefit. But for a full and complete patent working disclosure, the compulsory
licensing provisions will come to naught.
Defects in Bayer's Form 27 Declarations
Unfortunately, the Form 27 declarations submitted by Bayer are incomplete in
se~eral particulars and raise several questions; questions that go to the heart of
patent working and public interest. This report points to these various informational
gaps and discrepancies, some of which are highlighted below:
1. Bayer did not file any Form 27 for the year 2008, despite its patent having
been granted in Apri12008.
2. Bayer submitted two separate Form 27s for the year 2009. However, till date,
Bayer has refused to clarify as to which of the forms is the accurate one. Both
·forms. contain significant inaccuracies/ gaps.

ii
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3. It is not clear if Bayer submitted a Form 27 declaration for the year 2010.
While Ol).r RTI request for such a form met with a negative response.from the
Indian Patent Office (indicating that no form had been filed),· both the
Controller as well as the IPAB refer to such a form in their: respective
decisions. It is to be noted that the figures mentioned by the IPO and the IPAB
for the year 2010 include only "sample" and "support" packs. As such, there
ar.~ no commercial sales/ disbursements in this year. One wonders how the
demand for the drug was met in that year. How did patients get their
supplies? As with other queries, Bayer refused to answer this query, as also
our query on what the terms "support" and "sample" pack meant and
entailed. Were these packs distributed with conditions attached to ensure that
they were not sold further by the recipients? Were they doled out to doctors
in a bid to convert them to loyal customers?

.

4. Bayer's per unit price for the drug in the Form 27 submissions is way below
the figure quoted in the compulsory licensing decision. While the Form 27
data indicates that the per unit price is an average of Rs 96,000/-, the
compulsory licensing decision indicates that the price is Rs 2.8 lakhs
(approximately USD 4500)' per month. Here again, Bayer refused to explain
this discrepancy to us. It is also noteworthy that despite a compulsory
licensing decision that was issued owing primarily to Bayer's exorbitant price
for the drug, it continues to sell in the open market at the same rate.
5. While Bayer discloses the various import and distribution figures for its
patient assistance programme (PAP) programme in its Form 27 submissions,
nowhere does it indicate the amount of revenues that it makes through this
programme. This is an important figure to track, given that the· PAP is not
completely free, but has to be paid for partly by the patient.
Apart fromqueries seeking to clarify the various informational gaps/discrepancies
in their Form 27. submissions, we also noted a very puzzling practice: Bayer
routinely imports Nexavar well in excess of its needed supplies, year after year.
Given that it sells an average of 1500-2200 drug units each year, one would expect it
to import at numbers close to (or slightly higher) than this figure, However, it
imports well in excess (up to 700% more!) of these sales figures year after year.
Illustratively, it imported a whooping 11,536 units in the year 2012! And this is
despite the fact that it had a leftover stock of 4644 from the previous year.
As to why it would import such disproportionate numbers year after year and
presumably suffer losses is unclear. Needless to add, Bayer refused to answer our
query on this front as well (our queries to Bayer are listed out in Annexure A and
our email correspondence is annexed as Annexure B). This illogical import pattern
and its possible nexus with potential tax avoidance strategies etc needs to be
investigated.
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From Faith Based to Fact Based IP: Government Apathy in Enforcement
At a broader policy level, our report suggests that one must take the business of
numbers mor~ seriously. In an ecosystem charged with emotional rhetoric, one
needs more empirical data ("facts") rather than "faith" in order to arrive at more
optimal policy solutions.
Fortunately, the: Indian patent regime contains potent provisions calling for such
factual numbers, at least on the patent working front. Unfortunately, its
implementation leaves much to be desired. Despite an earlier report by us (SpicyiP)
in 2011 on the sheer impunity with which pharmaceutical patentees routinely
ignored the patent working disclosure mandate (under section 146), the Indian
government is yet to take any action. Further, our RTI application querying the
government specifically on whether or not they had initiated any action against
errant patentees met with a negative response. This, despite the fact that section 122
of the Patents Ac~ clearly empowers the government to penalise errant patentees.
Our report is also meant to foster more transperency within the IP firmament, a
mission that lies at the very core ~f Spicy IP' s mission.
Revocation of Bayer's Patent?
India has a .fairly potent· compulsory licensing regime. Its invocation generally
depends on whether or not the patentee has worked the patent adequately; and this
hinges signifi.cantly on the numbers i.e., the sales/ distribution figures for th.e' drug in
question.
'

If it turns out that even after two years of operation of the compulsory licence, the
reasonable requirements of the public have still not been satisfied, the patent can be
revoked under section 85 of the Indian Patents Act.
It is worrying that despite the issuance of a compulsory licence on the ground that

Bayer was selling at an excessive price and catering to hardly 2% 'of the patient
population, Bayer has not "made any amends. Our personal investigations with
pharmacies revealed that Bayer continues to dole out the drug at the earlier price (Rs
2,80,000 per month). Further, the more recent Form 27 submissions of Bayer appear
to indicate that the 2% (percentage of patients having access to the drug, assuming
that the number of patients that need the drug have largely remained the same) has
not increased significantly since the time of issuance ofthe compulsory licence.
Of course, this 2% is bound to go higher, if one takes into account the sales figures of
Natco and Cipla. Natco sells under a compulsory ~icense, whiie Cipla has been
selling" at risk". Unfortunately, at present, these sales figures of Na~co and Cipla are
not publicly available.
·
However, even assuming Cipla and Natco are servicing a much higher number of
the patient pool than Bayer (lets say, 50% ofpatients), as per the Bombay High Court
decision, Bayer's patent is susceptible to revocation, for the court had held that if

.
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even a single patient does nqt have access to the drug, the reasonable requirements
of the public cannot be said to be satisfied.

Natco's Failure to Comply with Compulsory Licensing Mandate:
Despite a legal obligation to do so (under the terms of the compulsory licensing
order issued by the IPO), Natco has failed to submit its sales figures to the Indian
Patent Office. In response to our RTI application query, the IPO confirmed that even
after three years of the compulsory license being issued, Natc.o is yet to submit any
of its quarterly sales figures for sorefanib tosylate (sold as Sorefenat).
As for Cipla, it is under no legal obligation to submit or make available its sales
figures. It is therefore imperative that the government put in place a mechanism to
source this data with relative ease, so as to make for an effective invocation of the
compulsory licensing and revocation provisions.

0

1. The government ought to immediately take action against errant patentee~ and
licensees who fail to submit full and complete Form 27 information. It is worrying
that even after evidence has been brought to their notice that patentees consistently
and blatantly ignore this important statutory mandate, they have so far failed to take
any action.
2. The IPO ought to initiate immediate action· against Natco for failing to comply
with the terms of the compulsory licensing order in terms of subn'ti.tting its quarterly
sales figures
for their generic version of sorefanib tosylate (sold as Sorefanat).
.
.
3. The government ought to investigate the following:
i) Why do~s Bayer routinely import exponentially higher volumes of Nexavar than is
necessary- for its routine disbursements/ demand. What does it do with the excess
stock year after year? Is there a tax evasion angle here?
ii) How are Bayer's "sample" and "support" packs ultimately disbursed. If they are
"gifted" to doctors and then sold onwards by doctors to patients, does this not
constitute a legal/ ethical violation?
iii) What percentage of the patient population today is able to aceess Sorefanib
Tosylate from all suppliers put together (namely, Bayer, Nqtco and Cipla)?

v
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.

TI1is last bit of information is absolutely critical for determining whether or not the
patient requirements are being adequately satisfied. Under the terms of the Bombay
High Court order however, even a single patient not having access to the drug
would render it susceptible to revocation.
,.·

~
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4. In the future, government agencies, quasi judicial bodies (such as the IPO), and
judicial bodies (such as the IPAB and courts) ought to ensure that there is
consistency across usage of metrics in compulsory licensing and other decisions that
turn on numbers. The Bayey vs. Natco CL decision is replete with inconsistent usage
of metrics, such as "boxes" and "support packs" which find no mention in the-Form
27 submissionp by Bayer.
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MAIN REPORT
'

I

INTRODUCTION

A.

The Patent "Working" Mandate and Forrti ~7s

Section 146 of the Indian Patents Act mandates that every patentee discloses the
extent to which she has commercially "worked" her patent.l This has to be done
through a declaration in a standard form titled 1'Form 27" (hence the phrase "Form
27" declaration/submission/mandate is use~ throughout this report).
The format for Form-27 is provided under the Second Schedule to the Patents Rules
and requires patentees and their licensees to disclose the following particulars:
(a)
Whether the patented inyention has been worked on a commercial ·scale
within India for the :year in question;
·
(b)

If the patented invention is not worked, the reasons. for such non-working;

(c)

If the patented invention is worked, the rights-holder must:

i.
specify the quantum and value of sales of the product covered by the patent
in Indi~ for the r.elevant year in ques.tion;
11.

specify the details of licences and sub-licences granted during

th~

relevant

year;
state whether the patented invention is manufactured within the territory of
India in the relevant year; and

111.

iv.
state whether the public requirement of the patented invention has been m~t
either partly or adequately or to the fullest extent at a reasonable. price for the
relevant year;
The rationale for this statutory mandate is that it helps evaluate if the patentee has
met the reasonable requirements of the public, and thereby fulfilled her part of the
social bargain whilst securing a twenty year monopoly from the state. Should she
fail in this important intellectual property "duty", her patent is susceptible to a

Section 146(2) states in no uncertain terms that every patentee and every licensee (whether exclusive
or otherwise) must disclose the extent to which the patented invention has been worked on a
commercial scale in India. This mandate is again reiterated in Sub-rule (2) of Rule 131 of the Patents
Rules which provides that working information shall be submitted in terms of the format set out
under Form 27, within three months of the end of each year.
1

1
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compulsory licence, wherein a third party can produce and sell a competing product
expected to be more accessible and available to the general public.
B.

Bayer vs. Natco: India's First Compulsory Licensing Decision

India's first (post TRIPS) compulsory licence was issued in 2012 in a landmark case
concerning Bayer's patented anticancer drug Sorefanib Tosylate (sold as "Nexavar"),
on the ground that it was exorbitantly priced (Rs 2.8lakhs a month or· approximately
USD 4500 per month) and hardly available to 2% of the patient population.2 The
license was, issued under section 84 of the IndianiPatents Act3 in favour of Natco, an
Indian generic company which then sold this drug (~s Sorafenat) at Rs 8800 a
month. 4 The decision was upheld by the IPAB, the Bombay High Court and
implicitly by the Supreme Court as welLS
While making its argument for a compulsory licence over this highly priced drug,
Natco relied heavily on the patent "working" figures submitted by Bayer as part of
its Form 27 declarations to the Indian Patent Office. These figures more than amply
demonstrated that Bayer was hardly satisfying 2% of the patient population through
its sales/ disbursements of the drug.
Form 27 disclosures constitute an important edifice of the patent regime and gauge
the existence and extent to which a patentee translates a government secured
monopoly into public benefit. Unfortunately, the Form 27 declarations submitted l:iy
Bayer6 are 0ncomplete in several particulars and raise several questions- questions
that go to the heart of the issue of patent working and public interest.

C.

From Faith Based to Fact Based IP: Government Apathy in Enforce.ment

The various informational gaps/ discrepancies in Bayer's Form 27 submissions is
particularly worrying, since these gaps remain even after a harsh adversarial process
that resulted in the compulsory licensing dispute being dragged all the way to 'the
Supreme Court?
Natco v. Bayer CLA No.1 of 2011, Indian Patent Office (IPO) decision issued in March 2012.
section provides that a compulsory license may issue after three years of the date of grant of the
patent, if the patentee: i) does not sell the patented invention at a reasonably affordable price; ii) does
not satisfy the reasonable req~irements of the public; or iii) has failed to work the paterfted invention
in India.
4 Natco began selling around ]l!IY 2012. See Eric Palmer "Natco's generic of Bayer's Nexavar hits the India
market", Fierce Pharma, July 9, 2012.
s See Natco v. Bayer OA/35/2012/PT/MUM; Bayer v. Union of India, W.P. Number 1323 of 2013,
available at <http:/ /bombayhighcourt.nic.in>. The Supreme Court dismissed Bayer's Special Leave
Petition against the Bombay High Court order (which had upheld the orders of the IPAB and the
Patent Office), available at <http:// courtnic.nic.in/ supremecourt/ temp/ sc%203014514p.txt>
6 We've uploaded all the Form 27s filed by Bayer. See <http:/ /spicyip.com/wpcontent/uploads/2 015/04 /N exavar- Form-27 s-l.pdf>
7 The Supreme Court dismissed Bayer's Special Leave Petition against the Bombay High Court order
(which had upheld the orders of the IPAB and the Patent Office).
2 See

3 This

2
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To be fair to Bayer however, these gaps must be seen against the backdrop of a lax
regulatory regime, where, till date, the government has not taken any acti~n against
patentees who fail to comply with the Form 27 mandate to submit full and complete
patent working information. 8 This. is despite the fact that such non compliance was
widely known. In fact, as far back a9 2010, we sourced information on patent
working information submitted by large pharmaceutical companies to tne IPO, and
demonstrated widespread non compliance by them with this important statutory
mandate.9
·
We argue that it is critical that these provisions be enforced in their full rigour and
patentees be compelled to comply.1o Further, the current structure/ format of Form
27 .is wanting in several respects. It needs to be made more comprehensive and
tightly worded so as to elicit better compliance and foster a comprehensive
disclosure regime that appropriately balances innovation imperatives against the
larger public access to patent information.
At a broader policy level, we argue that one must take the business of numbers more
seriously. In an ecosystem charged with emotional rhetoric, one needs inore
empirical· data ("facts") rather than "faith" in order to arrive at more optimal policy
solutions.n
D.

Revocation of the Bayer patent?

India has a fairly potent compulsory licensing regime. Its invocation generally
depends on whether or not the patentee has worked the patent adequately; and this
hinges significantly on the numbers i.e. the sales/ distribution figures for the drug in
question.

I£ it turns out that even after two years of operation of the compulsory 'licence, the
reasonable requirements of the public have still not been satisfied, the patent can be
re~roked under section 85 of the Indian Patents Act.
It is worrying that despite the issuance of a compulsory licence on the ground that

Bayer was selling at an excessive price and catering to hardly 2% of the patient
population, Bayer has not made any amends. Our personal investigations with
pharmacies revealed that Bayer continues to dole out the drug at the earlier price (Rs
2,80,000 per month). Further, the more recent Form 27 submissions of Bayer appear
s In an RTI response, the government admitted to us that till date, not a single action has been
initiated against any errant patentee in this regard.
9 In 2010, the SpicyiP team investigated the extent of compliance by transnational pharmaceutical
companies (with the Form 27 mandate) and discovered that there was gross non-compliance by
almost all the drug firms surveyed. See http:/ /spicyip.com/2011/04/drug-firms-and-patentwor king-extent -of .h tml.
10 Section 122 of the Patents Act empowers the government to penalise errant patentees; those that fail
to comply with the section 146 mandate to submit full and complete patent working information.
11 See Shamnad Basheer, "Dodgy IP Dogma", SpicyiP, 26 Jan 2015,
·
<http:/ /spicyip.com/2015/01/ dodgy-ip-dogma.html>
3
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to indicate that the 2% (percentage of patients having access to the drug) has not
increased significantly since the time of issuance of the compulsory licence,12
Of course, this 2% is bound to go higher if one takes into account the sales figures of
Natco and Cipla. Natco sells under a compulsory license, while Cipla has been
selling" at risk" .13 However, at present, these sales figures of Natco and Cipla are not
publicly available.
Despite a legal obligation to do so, Natco has faiied to submit its sales figures to the
Indian patent office (IPO). In response to our RTI application query, the IPO
confirmed that even after three years of the compulsory license being issued, Natco
is yet to submit any of its quarterly sales figures for sorefanib tosylate (as mandated
by the compulsory licensing order issued by the IPO in 2012). The IPO also
confirmed that despite this breach by Natco of an important term of the compulsory
licence, they have not initiated any action against Natco.14
·
As for Cipla, it is under no legal obligation to submit or make available its sales
figures. It is therefore imperative. that the government put in place a mechanism to
source this data with relative ease, so as to make for an effective invocation of the
compulsory licensing and revocation provisions.
Lastly, we ask the question: does the available data make out a case for revoking
Bayer's patent over Nexavar. We argue that under the terms of the Bombay High
Court decision, this patent is susceptible to revocation, for the court had held that if
even a single patient does.not have access to the drug, the reasonable requirements
of the public cannot be said to be satisfied. IS

12

This is assuming that the number of patients that need the drug have largely remained the same.
bears noting that at present Natco Pharma Ltd and Cipla Limited are also selling the drug. Natco
does so under a compulsory licensing and available reports indicate that it began doing so from July
2012 (after the issuance of the compulsory license in March 2012). Cipla appears to have done an atrisk launch of the drug (sold as Soranib) in April 2010. It was sued immediately thereafter by Bayer
and the matter was sent to an expedited trial (without an interim injunction phase) by Justice Bhat of
the Delhi High Court. However, to this day, the trial has not effectively begun.
14 We first filed an RTI on ~Feb 10, 2014 seeking this informafion i.e. Natco's submission of the
quarterly sales figures. The government response indica~ed that Natco had not submitted any such
figures to them. A repeat RTI on January 19, 2015 indicated the same. Furthermore, the government
also confirmed that they are yet to initiate any action against Natco for this blatant contravention of
an important licensing condition. We've uploaded all these RTI's and. the responses on the SpicyiP
website. See <http:// spicyip.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/.natco-cl-rtis.pdf>
1s Bayer v. Union of India, W.P. Number 1323 of 2013, ayailable at <http:/ /bombayhighcourt.nic.in>
(Last visited on April 12, 2015): "So far as luxury articles are concerned the meeting of adequate
extent test would be completely different from the meeting of adequate extent test so far as medicines
are concerned. In respect of medicines the adequate extent test has to be 100% i.e. to the fullest extent.
Medicine has to be made available to every patient and this cannot be deprived/scarified at the altar
of rights of patent holder. In fact this is the mandate of Parliament by providing for Compulsory
Licensing. This would also be in accord with Doha Declaration 2001 which inter alia reiterates
4
13 It
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Therefore, even assuming Cipla and Natco are servicing a much higher number of
the patient pool than Bayer (lets say, 50% of patients), as per the Bombay High Court
decision, Bayer's patent is susceptible to revocation.

II.

INFORMATIONAL GAPS IN BAYER's FORM 27s

Our study of. the various Form 27s submitted b)!l Bayer over the years (col~ated in a
tabular format in Section III below) highlights several discrepancies and
informational gaps.in the data submitted.16 Unfortunately, Bayer steadfastly refused
to answer our questions and clarify the various discrepancies (see Annexure A
containing a list of our queries and Annexure B containing our email exchanges with
Bayer).
A.

Key Highlights

While there are a number of informational gaps and discrepancies in the Form 27
data submitted by Bayer· (as ~.laborated upon in various sections ·below), the
following deserve highlighting:
1. No Form 27 was filed for the year 2008-09 by Bayer, despite the patent being
granted to Bayer in March 2008.17
2. Bayer submitted two Form 27s for the year 2009. 18 However, till date, Bayer
has refused to clarify as to which of the "forms is the accurate one. Both forms
contain significant inaccuracies/ gaps. While one of the forms quotes a per
unit cost for the drug that is clearly wrong, the other does not bother to state
the "value" of imports of the drug. 19 In particular, the Controller of Patents
specifically mentions in his order that these forms submitted by Bayer
provide no "logical information about sales" .2°

I

•

flexibility. to· me'mber countries so as to ensure access to medicines for all. Undisputedly the
requirement of all the patients are not being met by the patented drug." [Emphasis supplied]
16 We've uploaded all the Form 27s filed by Bayer. See <http:/ jspicyip.comjwpcontentjuploads/20 15/04 /N exavar-~orm-27s-l.pdf>.
17 See earlier investigation and report by Spicy!P at: <http:/ jspicyip.com/2011/04/drug-firms-and- .
patent-working-extent-of.html>
18 In response to our RTI request asking for Bayer's Form 27 submissions, the !Pp ~ndian Patent
Office) sent us two separate Form 27 filings pertaining to the year 2009. This was documented in our
earlier investigation of this issue. In 2010, we surveyed the extent of compliance of transnational
pharmaceutical companies with the Form 27 mandate and discovered that there was gross noncompliance with this important statutory mandate. See http:l/spic)'ip.com/2011/04/drug-firmsand-patent-working-extent~of.html. Neither then (when we released the report) nor now (when we've
queried them) has Bayer clarified this issue.
19 This is .detai!e'd out in the set of questions posed to Bayer in Annexure A of this report.
.
2o "It is noted that the Form-27 for 2009 filed by th~ Patentee does not provide any logical information
about the sales." See page 21 of the Controller's order.
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3. It is not clear if Bayer submitted a Form 27 declaration for the year 2010.
While our RTI requ~st for such a form met with a negative response from the
Indian Patent Office (indicating that no form had been filed), both the
Controller as well as the IPAB refer to such a form in their respective
decisions. 21 Bayer could have clarified this confusion but chose to not respond
to our specific query on this i.e. whether or not it had actually submitted a
Form 27 to the patent office or whether the figures for 2010 relied on by the
IPO/IPAB for the compulsory licensing dispute were separately submitted by
Bayer through an affidavit.
!1
It is to be noted-that the figures mentioned by the IPO and the IPAB for the
year 2010 include only "sample" and "suppod' packs. As such, there are no
commercial sales/ disbursements in this ·year.22 One wonders how the
demand for the drug was met i~ that year. How did patients get their
supplies? As with other queries, Bayer refused to answer this query, as also
our query on what the terms "support" and "sample" pack meant and
entailed. Were these packs distributed with conditions attached to ensure that
they were not sold further by the recipients? Were they doled out to doctors
assops?
·.

4. Bayer's per unit price for the drug in the Form 27 submissions is way below
the figure quoted in the compulsory licensing decision. While ·the Form 27
. data indicates that the per unit price is an average of Rs 96,900/-,23 the
compulsory licensing decision indicates that the ,price is Rs 2.8 lakhs (or
approximately USD 4500) per month. Furti1er, our own personal
investigations revealed that Bayer sells the drug at this price (Rs 2.8 lakhs in
the market). Here again, Bayer refused to explain this discrepancy to us. It is
also worrying that despite a compulsory licensing decision that issued owing
primarily' to Bayer's exorbitai1t pric;e for the drug, it continues to sell in the
open market at the same rate.
See Bayer Corporation and linr. v. Union of India, MIPR2010(1)242, ~2.
Excerpt from the Controller's Order [Natco v, Bayer CLA No.1 of 2011] at p 21, 22:" It is noted that
the Form -27:for 2009 filed by the Patentee does not provide any logical information about the sales.
Form 27 for the year 2010 discloses that the Patentee did not import any 'sale pack' but imported only
340 units (60 tablets pack] of 'support pack' and 340 units (60 tablets pack] of 'sample pack', both
having an 'invoice value' of Rs. 10,045,692. It appears to me, from the Form-27 filed by the Patentee
for the year 2009 and 2010, that only an insignificant quantum of the drug was made available by the
Patentee to the public during these t~o years."
Excerpt fromthe IPAB's judgment [Natco v. Bayer OA/35/2012/PT/MUM] at paragraph 37: "In the
year 2010, it is stated that no commercial sales packs were imported and only sample packs of
Nexavar patient support packs were imported. Again, as far as the manufacture in India is concerned,
it is stated as 'NIL'. The number of Nexavar sales packs imported is stated to be NIL. The·number of
Nexavar patient support packs imported is stated to be 340 units and the number of Nexavar sample
packs is stated to be 340 units. In the Form-27 for the year 2010, it is stated that the public requirement
has been met to the fullest extent at reasonable price."
23 However, this Form 27 figure is different only for the year 2013, where the per unit cost is stated to
be Rs. 2,87,000.
6
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Also, if the Form 27 data is true, and Bayer effectively sells in India at the
same price at which it imports, it effectively means that it sells at a loss in
India (since it is likely to have mar~eting and distribution costs in India). This
needs to be investigated further.
5. While Bayer notes the existence of a patient assistance programme (PAP) in
its various Form 27 submissions, nowhere does it indicate the amount of
revenues that it makes through this programme.

. 'I

This is an important figure to track, given!1that part of the PAP is paid for by
the patient. In the latest version of the programme, if th~ patient pays for 3
days supply of the drug, he/ she gets the remaining 27 days .for that month
free. Further, even for the Patient Assistance Programme (PAP), Bayer
continues to import well in excess of its requirement. See chart below (data
taken from Table 1 in Section III):

~

.·. i

Year

PAP Im,Qorts

PAP Disb;ursement's

2010

340

N.A.

2011

1260

247

2012

'10636

1011

2013

N.A.

1156

·,

.·)

·.'
.,.,.,

Bayer failed to respond. to our questimmaire (see Annexure A) asking them to
explain this anomaly. Further, it appears strange that there is such a low
uptake for a near-free drug program, parti.cularly when a significant set of
patients have no access to Bayer's regular drug sold at. an exorbitant price in
the market.
6. There is no clarity on what Bayer means by the term "sample packs". Are
these given to doctors/hospitals completely free of charge/ encumbrances or
is there a nominal/minimal charge? Also, are there conditions attached to
such disbursements? Could a doctor sell it to a patient, although the recipient
has received it from Bayer for free? Are sample packs tracked after they have
been given away to recipients (doctors/hospitals etc.) to check whether they
are put in use and/ or whether co~ditions attached to them are fulfilled?
7. It is not clear what is meant by the phrase "support packs", and ·as to how
these are different from "sample" packs. Although the term is not used in the
Form 27 submissions, it is sprinkled rather liberally in the decisions of the
Controller and the IPAB, where both record the import of 'support' packs for
7
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the year 2010. Further the same set of queries posed for sample packs applies
here as well (are they given away for free, are they' tracked, etc).
8. Decoding the .precise nature of support packs, sample packs and the PAP is
crucial to asse.ssing the extent of disbursement of the drug . .'Bayer, in
particulC\r, relied on their nan-commercial distribution of the drug ~o counter
arguments that its high pricing :n:tade the drug inaccessible to majority of the
patients who need it across the country.
··
)!

B.

Puzzling Practices:•

Apart from queries seeking to clarify the various informational gaps/ discrepancies
in their Form 27 submissions, we also noted a very puzzling practice, described
below. Here again, Bayer refused to respond.
The Form 27 figures indicate that Bayer routinely imports Nexavar welf in excess of
its needed supplies, year after year. Given that it sells an average of 1500-2200 drug
units each year, 24 one would ex-pect it to import at numbers close to (or slightly
higher) than this figure. However, it imports well in excess of these sales figures year
after year. Illustratively, it imported a whooping 11,536 units in the year 2012!25 And
this is despite the fact that it had a leftover stock of 4644 from the previous year.
As to why it would import such disproportionate numbers year after year and
presumably suffer losses is unclear. Bayer once again refused to answer our query
on this front as well (our queries to Bayer are listed out in Annexure A).
Moreover, 2012 also indicates a massive shift in the import pattern. In that year, only
7.8% of the drug imported was listed as 'commercial' whereas all the remaining was
listed as imported for the purpose of the PAP. This is in contrast to 40.55% in 2011.26
And yet, in 2012, only 1011 packs of the total 'imported drugs were actually
disbursed as part of the program. At best, this highlights a severe coordination
problem. At worst, it could mean duplicitous import patterns. This illogical import
practice and its nexus with potential tax avoidance strategies, etc., needs to be
investigated.

C.

Bayer's Refusal to Answer our Queries

We are not sure what to make of Bayer's refusal to answer our queries. Their latest
excuse (that despite the Supreme Court disposing of the main matter, other
litigations continue and therefore they are prevented fr_om responding) does not
These were the average figures that we collated from the Form 27s filed for the years 2009-2013.
It went on to sell a total (Commercial+ PAP) of only 2137 units that year.
26 As the Form 27 data for 2010 is not available, we cannot calculate the proportion of commercial
imports or PAP imports to total imports. However, it is to be noted that the import quantum in 2010 for
the PAP was merely 340. The 10636.figure for 2012 indicates a thirtyfold increase.
·
24
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hold much water, as the queries relate to clarifying information that was to be made
publicly available through a statutory mandate.27 We can only draw an adverse
inference that it suits them to be opaque on this count. It is incumbent on the
government and courts to force them to yield this information for the larger public
benefit and for a better functioning of India's patent regime.

D.

Different Metrics/figures: Form 27 vs IP~/IPAB Usage

It bears noting that the IPO and the IPAB appear to have relied on different
metrics/ figures/ terms than that deployed in Form 27, making it difficult to

ascertain the veracity of information submitted by Bayer.

·.:.;

Illustratively, the Controller and the IPAB use the term, "support packs", "boxes"
and "packs" when these terms find no resonance in Bayer's official Form 27 filings.
Working out corresponding figures ·has proved very troubling. We hope that in
future, the Form 27 format and data is the one that will be used uniformly by all
agencies and courts that rely on such data.
Illustratively, the Controller notes that Bayer sold 593 boxes of the drug in 2011.28
However there is no clarity in the Controller's order on how many packs/tablets are
present in each box.29 Given that the Controller goes on to note that the supply of
boxes for that year would meet the requirements of only 200 patients, one assumes
that the number of boxes (593) has been divided by the number of months (3
months) to arrive at this figure. Therefore one patient requires one box a month. If
this is so, then each box should contain around 2 packs (120 tablets of 200 mg.each).
However, there is some inconsistency when we compare this with the Form 27 data
for this year (2011). The Form 27 data states that the total sales in 2011 were 1562
packs [1178 (commercial) + 137 (free sample) + 247 (PAP)]. Given that the total
number of boxes sold was "593" as per the Controller order, this would mean that
there were 3 packs to a box and not 2 as we initially assumed. This is further
complicated by the fact that the Controller records Natco's argument that
approximately "200" boxes were imported by Bayer in 2009,30 whereas the Form 27

·I

.·l

, ...1

They also claimed that they had a review petition pending before the Supreme Court. This review
petition was dismissed on March 12, 2015.
28 Excerpt from the Controller's Order [Natco v. Bayer CLA No.1 of 2011] at p. 22: "The Patentee has
submitted that they have sold about 593 boxes during the year 2011."
29 The Controller notes that the sales for 2011 were 593 boxes. The Form 27 data for 2011 states that ~e
total sales in 2011 were 1562 [1178 (commercial)+ 137 (fre·e sample)+ 247 (PAP)] which would imply
that there are 3 packs to a box. The Controller records the import of -200 boxes in 2009 whereas the
form 27 for. that year records th~ import of 4665 packs. This would imply that there are 23.32 packs
per box.
.
30 It bears noting that the number of boxes (200) figure was not stated by the controller as his finding,
but as Natco's argument in its submissions to the Controller (See para 10 (a) of the Controller's Order:
page 13 of the order).
27
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for that year records the import of 4665 packs. This would imply that there are 23.32
packs per box.

IV.

BAYER's FORM 27 SUBMISSIONS: COMPREf.(ENSIVE DATA

The table beic;>w encapsulates the import, s~les and revenue figt;res for the
kidney /liver cancer drug, Nexavar based on Bayer's Form 27 submissions till date
(from the years 2009 up until2013).
Table 1: Overview of the Form 27 filings
III. IMPORT FIGURES
I.

YEAR

II. USAGE

Per Unit Cost

45,53,7 NA
397531

1679

16,38,95;944

97,6~5

Commercial Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Samples

340

1,00,45 29,546
,69232

NA

NA

NA

PAP

340

1,00,45 29,546
,692

NA.

NA

NA

9,91,92 96,304
,710

1178

11,34,45,643 96304

2,40,75 96,304
,900

137 .

1,31,93,593

Commercial 4665

2009

'

2010

Commercial 1030

2011

Per
Unit
Cost

Quantum Value

Quantu~

Samples

250

Value

IV. SALE/DISBURSEMENT FIGURES

Nil

96304

As noted earlier, Bayer filed two forms for the same year and has not clarified till date as to which is
the accurate form to be relied upon. The authors have used one of the two sets of numbers for reasons
mentioned in point "iv" under "Notes on Tables and Data" that follow this· table.
32 The Controller notes this value as the stated 'invoice value'. At page 21, 22: "It·is noted that the
Form -27 for 2009 filed by the Patentee does not provide any logical information about the sales. Form
27 for the year 2010 discloses that the Patentee did not import any 'sale pack' but imported only 340
units (60 tablets pack] of 'support pack' and 340 units (60 tablets pack] of 'sample pack', both having
an 'invoice value' of Rs. 10,045,692. It appears to me, from the Form-27 filed by the Patentee for the
year 2009 and 2010, that only an insignifica11:t quantum of the drug was made available by the
Patentee to the public during these two years." One is not sure whether this ought to be entered
under "impprts" or under sales/ disbursement",
10
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PAP

~f~IJ
tm

2012

II
2013

A.
"-'':~

~}~

~~

I
I
I

' 1260

12,13,4 96,304
2,538

247

2,37,86,990

Commercial 900

8,66,07 96,231
,873

1126

10,83,56,072 96231

Samples,

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

PAP

10636

1011
!I

9,72,89,511

96231

Commercial 100

28,70,0 2,87,00 1011
00
0

97,157,538

96,100

Samples

NA

NA

NA

NA.

NA

NA

PAP

NA

NA

NA

1156

111,p3,212

96,136

•.

NA

102,35, 96231
12,597

96304

Notes on Tables and Data

The above figures were directly sourced .from the 'Statement on Working of the
Patented Invention on Commercial Scale in India' (Form 27) submitted by Bayer
before the IPO. As per Section 146(2) and Rule 131(1) of the Indian Patents Act and
Rules thereunder, all patentees and licensee~ are to compulsorily submit "working"
information.

,11~

It bears noting that the IPO made the 2012 and 2013 working information available

~

online. We, therefore, sourced this information directly from the IPO website.
However, since it did not do so for previous years, (2008, 2009 and 2011), we had to
procure the required information from the IPO through an application under India's
RTI Act.

I
,::J;;£~

~t~
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As noted earlier, we received no Form 27 pertaining to the year 2010.33 However,
both the IPO and the IPAB refer to a form in this year. We extracted the figures
quoted by them for that year of working.

.

.
:

'
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The various column headings used above are explained as under:

i) Column III contains the quantity and value of the drug imported to India.
ii) Column IV presents the actual sale of the drug in India.
iii) The per unit sales price of the drug arrived at by dividing the total value by
the quantity sold/imported.
As noted earlier, even for the year 2008-09, Bayer filed no Form 27, despite the patent being granted in
March 2008.
11
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iv) Bayer states in its Form 27 submissions (for 2011, '12 and '13) that each unit of
imports/sales corresponds to the following: "Nexavar Tab 200mg 60 ST".
From this, we assume that each unit in the above table represents a pack
containing 60 tablets and each tablet is· of 200 mg strength. Given that each
patient requires 800 mg each day (400 mg twice a day), he/she has to have
120 tablets in a month.3~ Therefore a patient wol.lld need two packs (of 60
tablets each) a month.35 ·
v) The Patient Assistance Programme (PAP) ifhd the various figures under this
are ass~ssed under a separate headi~g below.
·
vi) As noted earlier, Bayer filed two forms for 2009 and has not clarified till date
as to which is the accurate form to be relied upon. The first form, dated 30th
March, 2010 states that the quantum: of imports was 4665 units and that the
corresponding value of the imports was Rs. 1,78,302. This would imply a per
unit value of Rs. 38! Clearly, this figure is grossly incorrect! The second filing,
dated 31st March, 2010, is clearly not complete. It does not have any entry in
the value column for imports. However, given that the per unit .cost for both
• imports and sales are largely the same across all other years (f0r which Bayer
filed Form 27s), one can assume that the Value of tmports for 2009 would be
Rs 45,53,73975 (calculated at a per unit cost of Rs 97,615/ -).
B.

Discrepancies in Figures from Form 27 vs Controller Decision

As noted earlier, the Controller o~ Patents and the IPAB use the term· "boxes",
"bottles" and :'packs" when these terms find no resonance in Bayer~s official Form 27
filings. Working out corresponding figur'es has proved very troubling anq we hope
that in future, the Form 27 format and data is the one that will be used uniformly by
all agencies and courts that rely on such data.
The Controller notes that Bayer sold 593 boxes of the drug in 2011.36 However there
is no clarity in the Controller's order on how many packs/tablets are present in each
box.37 Given that the Controller goes on to note that the supply of boxes for that year
would meet the requirements of only 200 patients, one assumes that the number of
boxes (593) has been divided by the number of months (3 n1onths) to arrive at this
figure. Therefore one patient requ~res one box a month. If this is so, then each box
should contain around 2 packs (120 tablets of 200 mg each).
4Th is is the recommended standard dosage. See dosage recommendation for Nexavar:
<http:/ fwww.nexavar.cornfscriptsjpagesjenjhomejhcc/dosing.php>
·
35 Also, the 2009 figures do not include any such qualification but merely mention the numerical
figure. But we assume it refers to the specific tablets outlined in the latest set of Form 27s.
36 Excerpt from the Controller's Order [Natco v. Bayer CLA No.1 of 2011] at p. 22: "The Patentee has
submitted that they have sold about 593 boxes during the year 2011."
37 The Controller notes that the sales for 2011 were 593 boxes. The Form 27 data for 2011 states that the
total sales in 2011 were 1562 [1178 (commercial)+ 137 (free sample)+ 247 (PAP)] which would imply
that there are 3 packs to a box. The Controller records the import of -200 boxes in 2009 whereas the
form 27 for that year records the import of 4665 packs. This would imply that there are 23.32 packs
per box.
3
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However, there is some inconsistency when we compare this with the Form 27 data
for this year (2011). The Form 27 data states that the total sales in 2011 were 1562
packs [1178 (commercial) + 137 (free sample) + 247 (PAP)]. Given that the total
number of boxes sold was "593" as per the Controller order, this would mean that
there were 3 packs to a box and not 2 as we initially assumed. This is further
complicated by the fact that the Controller records Natco's argument that
approximately '~200" boxes were imported by Bayer in 2009,38 whereas the Form 27
for that year records the import of 4665 packs. This would imply that· there are 2332
packs per box. Bayer however refused to clarify tli)is point and help us determine the
exact number of packs per box.39
C.

Excessive ~rocurement of the Drug

Table 2: Total Volume of the drug per y~ar 40
Year

Import

SalesjOisb

Left Over
(Stock)

2008

None

None

N.A.

2009

4665

1679

2986

201041

680

NA

3666

2011

2540

1562

4644

2012

11536

2137

14043

2013

100

2167

11976

This indicates that the total number of packs finally disbursed in India from the time
of first sale in India is 7545 (1679+1562+2137+2167 = 7545). The total number of
leftover stock is however 11,976. This is a huge number indicating thai: Bayer has
imported well in excess of their actual requirement. Bayer refused to respond to our
query on this asking for an explanation on this illogical pattern of importing well in
It bears noting that the number of boxes (200) figure was not stated by the controller as his finding,
but as Natco's argument in its submissions to the Controller (See para 10 (a) of the Controller's Order:
page 13 of the order).
39Jt might well be the case that this number (593 BOXES) is a figure tallying with the annual year 2011
(Jan to December 2011). Whereas the Form 27 FOR 2011 only relates to the financial year (March 2011
to March 2012). Again, this could have been verified by Bayer. But they chose not do so.
40Assuming that the quantities in the PAP columns indicate total quantity disbursed under that
programme and not thosej:only those paid for.
41 The Controller and IPAB record that the Form 27 submitted by Bayer for the year 2010 mentions the
import of 340 packs pursuant to the PAP and 340 sample packs. However, the quantity of the drug
disbursed as a part of the PAP is unknown.
38
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excess of its requirements year after year.
D.

Analysis of PAP Programme:

Table 3: PAP Programme
YEAR

PROGRAMME DETAILS

2009

Not stated

2010

NA

2011*

"Under current Patient Assistance Programme (PAP), patient
needs to purchase 1 cycle/month treatment (120 tab/per
cycle/month), the patient gets 6 cycles/months (120 tab/per
cycle/month) free treatment. In the alternative, patient may
choose to purchase 2 cycles/months treatment (120 tab/per
cycle/month), to get 10 cycles/months (120 tab/per cycle/month)
free treatment." (introduced in September 2011)

2012*

"Introduced in April, 2012, under modified PAP, patients need to
purchase 3 days treatment (12 tab total/4 tabs per day), the
patient gets 27 days treatment (108 tab total/4 tabs per day) free
treatment."

!I

Note:*: As stated forth in two Form 27s. (for 2011 and 2012 respectively)
It is to be noted that the information in relation to imports and sales (quantities and

prices) for the PAP is available only for 2011 and 2012 and not for any earlier years.
Also for the year 2013, it would appear that no packs were imported for the PAP
scheme. However, there are PAP distributions shown for that year. Presumably,
these distributions have been made from the leftovers (stock) of the previous year.
Bayer refused to clarify this point.
In this regard, it bears noting that as with their regular commercial sales (and
imports), Bayer appears to have imported PAP ·quantities well in excess of their
actual disbursements in India, year after year, as documented below. Here again,
Bayer refused to clarify this point when we raised it with them through our emails.
Table 4: Import and Sales fig~res for the PAP.
I

II

III

IMPORT FIGURES

SALES/DISBURSEME
NT FIGURES

QUANTI
TY

QUANTIT
VALUE
Y (UNITS)

YEAR
VALUE

14
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PRICE
(approx Rs.)
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(UNITS)

.

2011

1260

12 crore

247

2,37,86,990

96,300

2012

10636

102 crore

1011

9,72,89,511

96,200

NA

NA

1156

111,133,212 96,136

2013
E.

.'

The PAP Figures: How Much is Paid For?! 1

What is not clear from the PAP table is how much of the PAP quantity is a "sale"
and how much is a free disbursement. For each PAP scheme requires the patient to
buy a fixed quantity first, before being able to avail of the free disbursements.

.·

~~::

~~:
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It also bears noting that over time, tli.e amount of "paid" supplies required to be

[~il

purchased in order to merit the free supplies decreased proportionately. When the
scheme began in 2011, the payment was for only 1/ 6th of the total treatment time (2
of 12 months of treatment being paid, and 10 months being free) or 1j7th (1 of 7
months being paid, and 6 inont}:ls being free). Later the quantum of pay in order to
merit free .supplies decreased in 'that one needed to pay for only 1/1Qth of the total
treatment time (3/30, with a patient having to pay for only 3 days in order to merit
treatment for all30 days) .
•

~
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To illustrate this better, while in 2011 (scheme introduced in September 2011 as per
the 2012 Form 27), one needed to pay Rs 2,80,000 (a month's supply) in order to get 6
months supply free, whereas in 2012 (April 2012) when the scheme changed, if one
paid Rs 2,80,000 (for an entire month), one would get 10 months fr~e. This is a
welcome trend and needs to be noted. However, as to whether this scheme was
implemented successfully in practice and patients adequately benefited without
going through a largely bureaucratic process that disincentivised them needs to be
seen.

V

CONCLUSION: KEY SUGGESTIONS

1. The government ought to immediately take action against errant patentees and
licensees who fail to submit full and complete Form 27 information. It is worrying

that even after evidence has been brought to their notice that patentees consistently
and blatantly ignore this important statutory mandate, they have so far failed to take
any action.
·
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2. The IPO ought to initiate immediate action against Natco for failing to comply
with the terms of the compulsory licensing order mandating the submission of its
I
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quarterly sales figures for their generic version of sorefanib tosylate (sold as
'Sorefanat').
3. The government ought to investigate the following:
i) Why does Bayer routinely imports exponentially higher volumes of Nexavar than
is necessary for its routine disbursements/ demand? What does it do with the excess
stock year after year? Is there a tax evasion angle here?
!I

ii) How are Bayer's "sample" and "support" packs ultimately disbursed? If .they are
"gifted" to doctors and then sold onwards by doctors to patients, does this not
constitute a: legal/ ethical violation?
iii) What percentage of the patient population today is able to access Sorefanib
Tosylate from all suppliers put together (namely, Bayer, Natco and Cipla)?
This last bit of information is absolutely critical to determining as to whether or not .
the patient requirements
bei~g adequately satisfied. Under the terms of the
Bombay High Court order however, even a single patient not having access to the
drug would render it susceptible to revocation.
·

a!e

4. In the future, government agencies, quasi judicial bodies (such as the IPO), and
judicial bodies (such as the IPAB and courts) o~ght to ensure that there is
consistency across usage of metrics in compulsory licensing and other decisions that
turn on numbers. The Bayer vs. Natco CL decision is replete with inconsistent usage
of metrics, such as "boxes" and "support packs" which find no m-ention in the Form
27 submissions by Bayer.

16
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ANNEXURE A
List of Questions to Bayer on their Form 27 submissions for Nexavar

We sent these questions to Bayer by way of email (see correspondence in Annexure
B below). Despite reminders and follow ups, fhey steadfastly refused to answer
these queries. Initially they cited the doctrine of sub-judice as an excuse. It bears
noting that subjudice never stands in the way of a litigant clarifying publicly
available information submitted as part of a statutory mandate. Rather it only seeks
to prevent a litigant from subverting the course of justice by making coiilil:ients
intended to influence the ~;:ourse of a case.
In a later email, they later cited to other litigations ii~ court around this drug. We can
only draw an adverse inference from all of this and would urge the government to
investigate these figures and nu~bers.
Questions to Bayer:
1. Patient and Drug Figures
How many tablets does a patient need to take per month? Is our calculation of 120
tablets (at 200mg per tablet and 4 tablets a day) accurate? How many tablets are
there in each pack? In each unit? Is our calculation of 60 ·tablets per pack (as
mentioned in the Form 27 fillings) accurate? The Form 27 for 2009 does not state the
relevant unit for the information relating to quantum ofimports and sales. It merely
gives the.number of 4665 without stating whether 4665 is the number of "packs"
(with 2 packs being the requirement per patient per month). Could you please clarify
this information?
How many packsI tablets are there in each "box"? Please see the use of. the term
"box" in the Controllers deCision and our assumption (from the CG order numbers)
that one box is meant to satisfy the r'equirements of one patient anq contains·2 packs.
Is this accurate? Also we are given to understand that this usage qf the term
"box" comes from your affidavit submit~ed to the IFO. Please confirm.
One possibility is that this number (593 boxes) pertains only to the annual year 2011
(Jan 2011 to Jan 2012). Whereas the Form 27 for 2011 relates to the period between
March 2011 to March 2012. Please confirm.
Also, see the IPAB ruling extracted below:
"It is noted that the Form -27 for 2009 filed by the Patentee does not provide any
logical information about the sales. Form 27 for the year 2010 discloses that the
Patentee did not import any 'sale pack' but imported only 340 units [60 tablets pack]
vii
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of 'support pack' and 340 units [60 tablets pack] of 'sample pack', both having an
'invoice value' of Rs. 10,045,692."
What does a "unit" (eg 340 units) entail? By the IPABs logic above, it would appear
that each unit contains only 60 tablets and therefore is ~he same as. "pack". Therefore
patients require 2 units or.2 packs in a month? Is this accurate? Also in all the Form
27 submissions, the numbers stated under each of the columns are for
"packs" /"units" i.e. half a monthly requirement per patient? Please coiilirm.
2. Column Meanings
In your Form 27 submissions, what do the figures under the head 'value' reflect (i)
under the import column and (ii) under the sales/ disbursement column? In
particular, please clarify:
i) In relation to the import column, does "value" refer to the proposed sale price or
the price of the import? Is the price of import a notional value price or the actual
price of the import?
.
ii) Also please clarify what the term "value" means in relation to the columns 'PAP'
and 'sample'. Is this t.he actual price of import oi· the notional value? Also is there
any part of PAP or sample that is being sold? Or are all these being given out for
free? In which <;ase, is the commer~ial sale value reflected in the relevant column
only a notional value on par with the sales of regular units sold (outside of'PAP and
sample)?
·
3. Sales Price Discrepancy
i) The ·per unit/ sample price as tabulated above is less than 1 lakh (half monthly
unit). Assuming a full monthJy unit is taken (2 packs or units per patient per month),
the per unit price would be under Rs 2 lakhs. However, this is still less than fi1e
selling price of Rs 2.8 crores as found in the Controller's order (this figure was given
by Natc;o and never contested by Bayer). Can you please help explain this
discrepancy?
ii) What is the actual selling price of each pack/unit as of today? Was this the same
rate as of the date of .the Controllers' order?
iii) As per our calculations, the per unit cost across the years is generally in the range
of Rs 96,000. However, the per unit cost for imports in 2013 is stated to be Rs.
2,87,000. Why is there a sudden change in value of the drug (the unit remains the
same as the previous year- 200mg 60 ST)?
4. PAP Queries

i) Does the number of packs listed under the head PAP reflect the total number of
packs disbursed under the scheme including the initial sales made (where .the
patient has to pay for the first setof packs) and the later free units given out? OR
viii
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ii) Does the number of packs listed under the PAP category reflect only the free
samples disbursed to patients? In which case, please confirm that the initial sales
(packs that are required to be bought as part of the PAP) are included under the
earlier commercial sales column?
·

iii) If the number of packs listed under PAP includes both initial sales and the free
disbursements, please spell out exactly how many packs have been disbursed ·for
free as part of the PAP program?
iv) If the number of packs listed under PAP inclt.des both initial sales and· the free
disbursements, please confirm that the initial disbursements (to oe paid for by the
patient) are not already included under the earlier column "CommerciaJ sales". In
which case, it would amount to double counting.
v) In the case of PAP disbursements (particularly the free units that are disbursed
later), what does the 'value' column reflect? Is this only a statement of the worth of
the goods on the market (and how much it might have been sold for) and not a
reflection cif revenue obtain~d from those packs (since there were no revenues)?
vi) In its Form 27 disclosure for 2012, Bayer explains that the 'value' of the number of
units sold/ disbursed in India for the PAP has been 'derived at the rate of average
selling price.' Does this include only those PAP units that were given for free? Or
even those that were sold (since a patient had to initially buy before he/ she became
eligible for free supplies in later months). Or are the "sold" units of the PAP
program reflected in the "commercial sales" column?
vii) Please provide us details of the current PAP program (for the year 2014)? Is the
scheme the same as that prevalent in 2013? How many units are required to be
purchased initially?
viii) What was the exact PAP scheme in each of the years starting from 2009? Can
you please provide elaborate details?
ix) Why did the impotts under the P.AP increase nearly fourfold in 2012 in the
aftermath of the grant of the compulsory license? We note that you ha~ 4644 units
left over from the previous year, in particular, 1353 from those allocated for the PAP.
If so, why was this additional quantity imported?
x) In 201t the amount of imports under PAP was 1260, wheareas the disbursements
were only 247. Similarly in 2012, the amount of imports under the PAP was 10636
and the number of disbursements was "Only 1011.
xi) Why is there such a low uptake for a free drug program? It would greatly help if
you couid explain this and point us to factors that we may have overlooked.

5. Form 27 for 2010 and Lack of Commercial Sales?

ix
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i) Did Bayer sell the drug at all in 20107 We did not receive any Form 27 pertaining
to the year 2010 in response to our RTI enquiry. However, a form appears to have
been submitted, since both the Controller as well as the IP AB note these figures as
appearing in the Form 27 submitted by Bayer for the year 2010. Were these figures
ever submitted as part of Form 27 sul;>missions to the patent office? Or were th~y
only mentioned in an affidavit for the first time submitted to the IPO? If they were
indeed submitted to the patent office as part of the Form 27 filing, would you please
send us a copy of this Form as filed with the IPO? If this was not submitted to the
IPO as part of your Form 27 filing obligation, but1 only submitted to the IPO during
the course of the compulsory licensing dispute, would you please provide us with a
copy of this submission and/ or relevant details thereof?
ii) It is to be noted that the figures mentioned by the IPO and the IPAB for the year
2010 includ~ only non-commercial imports. There are no figures for
sales/ disbursements. 42 Does this mean that there were no sales of the drug in 2010?
If this is the .case, then would you please let us know as to how the demand for the
drug that year was met? How did patients get their supplies?
6. Packs vs Boxes
The Controller notes that Bayer sold 593 boxes of the drug in 2011. 43 However there
is no clarity in the Controllers' order on hbw many packs/ tablets are present in each
box.44 Given that the Controller goes on to note that the supply of boxes for that year
would meet the requirements of only 200 patients, one assumes that the number of
boxes (593) has been divided by the number of months (3 months) to arrive ~t this
figure. Therefore one patient requires one box a month. And if this is so, then each
box contains around 2 packs (120 tablets of 200 mg each).

Excerpt from the Controller's Order [ Natco v. Bayer CLA No.1 of 2011] at p 21, 22:" It is noted that
the Form -27 for 2009 filed by the Patentee does not provide any logical information about the sales.
Form 27 for the year 2010 discloses that the Patentee did not import any 'sale pack' but imported only
340 units [6-Q tablets pack] of 'support pack' and 340 units [60 tablets pack] of 'sample pack', both
having an 'invoice value' of Rs. 10,045,692. It appears to me, from the Form-27 filed by the Patentee
for the year 2009 and 2010, that only an insignificant quantum of the drug was made available by the
Patentee to the public during these two years."
Excerpt from the IPAB's judgment [Natco v. Bayer OA/35/2012/PT/MUM] at paragraph 37: "In the
year 2010, it is stated that no commercial sales packs were imported and only sample packs of
Nexavar patient support packs were imported. Again, as far as the manufacture in India is concerned,
it is stated as 'NIL'. The number CYf Nexavar sales packs imported is stated to be NIL. The number of
Nexavar·patient support packs fmported is stated to be 340 units and the number of Nexavar sijmple
packs is stated to be 340 units. In the Form-27 for the year 2010, it is stated that the public requirement
has been met to the fullest extent at reasonable price."
43 Excerpt from the Controller's Order [ Natco v. Bayer CLA No.1 of 2011] at p. 22: "The Patentee has
submitted that they have sold about 593 boxes during the year 2011."
44 The Controller notes that the sales for 2011 were 593 boxes. The Form 27 data for 2011 states that the
total sales in 2011 were 1562 [1178 (commercial)+ 137 (fr~e sample)+ 247 (PAP)] whicn would imply
that there are 3 packs to a box. The Controller records the import of -200 boxes in 2009 whereas the
form 27 for that year records the import of 4665 packs. This would imply thar there are 23.32 packs
per box.
42
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However, there is some inconsistency when we compare with the Form 27 data for
this year (2011). The Form 27 data states that the total sales in 2011 were 1562 packs
[1178 (commercial) + 137 (free sample) + 247 (PAP)]. Given that the total number of
boxes sold was "593" as per the Conh·oller order, this would mean that there were 3
packs to a box an~ not "2" as we initially assumed. This is further CO!l}plicated by
the fact that the Controller records the import of approximately "200" boxes in 2009
whereas the form 27 for that yea.r records the import of 4665 packs. This would
imply that there are 23.32 packs per box. Can you explain this? How many packs are
there in a box?
·
\1
7. Sample Packs
i) What are sample packs? What is their purpose?
ii) Are these sold or given away free?
iii) Are they given to hospitals and doctors for free?
iv) While they are given out as samples, are any conditions attached to them? Can
the. recipient sell it to a patient, although the recipient has received it from Bayer for·
free?
v) Can the recipient do what he/ she chooses with the said samples and disburse it to
any person of his/her choice?
.

'

·.·.'!
·.';
•

vi) Are there records kept of disbursements of sample packs to show the numbers
disbursed, the persons/ entities to which they are so disbursed and the conditions
attached with the disbursements?

'.I

..

~

vii) Are sample packs tracked after they have been given away to recipients
(doctors/hospitals etc) to check whether they are put in use and/or whether
conditions attached to them are fulfilled?
viii) What is the "ST" in "Nexavar Tab 200mg 60 ST" is abbreviated for? Do we take
this to mean "standard tablet" as opposed to QT (quick release tablet)?
8. Support Packs
i) What are 'support packs'? The decision of the Controller and the ·rpAB both record
the import of 'support' packs for the year 2010.4·5 How are they different from
sample packs?
..

Excerpt fro~ the IPAB's judgment [Natco v. Bayer Of'll/35/2012/PT /MUM] at paragraph 37: "In the
year 2010, it is stated that no commercial sales packs were imported and only sample packs of
Nexavar patient support packs were imported. Again, as far as the manufacture in India is concerned,
it is statedas 'NIL'. The number of Nexavar sales packs imported is stated to be NIL. The number of
Nexavar patient support packs imported is stated to be 340 units and the number of Nexavar sample
packs is stated to be 340 units. In the Form-27 for the year 2010, it is stated that the public requirement
has been met to the fullest extent at reasonable price."
·
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Here again, please answer all the questions that we posed for sample packs, since the
same questions apply for support packs as well. In particular, are support packs sold
or given away for free?
9. Estimating Patient Numbers
Why do you suppose that 3 months was taken as an average usage period for kidney
and liver cancer patients by the Controller? Was this based on your submission to
the Controller or did he arrive at this figure hims~lf. If the average usage of the drug
is 6-8 months for liver cancer patients and 4-5 years for kidney cancer patient, then
the average is clearly greater than only 3 months of treatment. This will significantly
impact the assessment of whether Bayer was satisfying the reasonable requirements
for the drug to the full extent. The difference is as below:

': ~:.

The Contro.ller, using a 3 month figure, arrived at an annual requirement of the
public for either 3*9000 =[27,000 boxes per a1mum on the Bayer figures] or 70,000
boxes per annum on the GLOBOCON figures. When calculated as against the annual
supply [-600 boxes in 201n this amounts to meeting only about about 2.2.% of the
patient's needs. However, when'the number of months of treatment is taken at a
realistic amount [12 months in a year for kidney cancer patients and 5 months in a
yearfor liver cancer patients] the annual suppiy meets only 0.9%of eligible patients
in 2010 and 1.9% in 2011.
10. Other Figures/Data
Could you please let us know additional figures as outlined below:
i) The total number of units of Nexavar imported till date (from 2009-2014).
11

ii) The total units of Nexavar commercial sold ( commercial sales") in India till date
(from 2009 to 2014) and the revenues made from them?

iii) The total number of u:pits disbursed as PAP (PAP disbursements). This should
exclude the initial sales made (i.e. the patient purchasing the first .few. units so as to
avail of the subsequent free units). These initial sales ought to be included in the
commercial" sales category in point number (ii) above.
II

.

iv) The total number of units disbursed as samples (sample disbursements) .
iv) The total number of units disbursed as support packs (supp~rt pack
disbursements). .
v) Any other units disbursed outside of the above heads i.e. commercial" sales,
liP AP disbursements, sample" disburs~ments and support" disbursements.
II
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vi) What is the current price at which you are selling Nexavar in India? Please
indicate if you are offering any differential rates (to patients directly, to hospitals,
any
special
rates o for
doctors,
for
the
goverrunent
etc)?
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ANNEXUREB
Email Excha;tges with Bayer (reproduced below):
Begin forwarded n1essage:
Subject: Re: Urgent and Important: Questionnaire on Bayer and Nexavar
From: Shamnad <shamnad@gmail.com>
Date: 18 February 2015 10:22:01 am IST
Cc: Ashish Gawde <ashish.gawde@bayer.com>, Joerg Thomaier
<j_g~_.thomaier@bayer.com>

To: Angel-Michael Evangelista <angtt
michael.evangelista@b.mrerzydusiJharma.c_om>
Thank you for Y?ur response Mr Ev~ngelista,
Sorry to hear that you will not be providing these clarifications.
Warmest wishes,
Shamnad Basheer

On 18-Feb-2015, at 9:02AM, Angel-Michael Evangelista wrote:
Dear Mr. Basheer,

A··

Thank you for your e-maiL With reference to your queries, you may be aware that·
we have filed a review petition for the CL case, in the Supreme Court. Further, we
have on-going litigations for other issues in various courts of the country.
Keeping this in mind, we are not in a position to address your questions specifically.
As we have always reiterated, we are committed to making our innovative therapies
accessible to:·patients. We have furnished all necessary information to the regulatory
/ legal authorities.
Thank you for your understanding.

Best Regards,
Angel Michael Evangelista
xiv
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Subject: Re: Urgent and Important: Questimmaire on Bayer and Nexavar
From: Shamnad <shamnad@gmail.com>
Date: 10 February 201510:09:12 pm.IST
Cc: Angel-Michael Evangelista <angelmichael.evangelista@bayerzyduspharma.com>, Ashish Gawde
<ashish.gawde@bayer;com>, Dorian Irnmler <dorian.immler@bayer.com>
To: Joerg Thomaier <joerg.thomaier@bayer.com>
Thanks again Jorg,
If this can come sooner, nothing like it. But I appreciate that you need more time to'
put this together. If you can please send by end of the month, it would really help.

Thanks!
Shamnad
On 10-Feb-2015, at 9:59PM, Joerg Thomaier wrote:
Dear Shamnad,
I have no precise idea how quick a compilation of answers can occur, but I assume
after alignment next week we may be able to deliver the answers we are able to give
by end of the month, e.g. around 27th of February.
Kind Regards,
Jtirg
Dr. Jorg Thomaier
Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
Geb. 4865, R. 437
Creative Campus Manheim
Alfred-Nobel-Stra15e 10
D-40789 Monheim
Phone: +49 2173 38 6394
Fax: +49 2173 38 969 6458
E-Mail: joerg.thomaier@bayer.com
Web: http:/ jwww.bayer.com
Managing Directors: Joerg Thomaier I Michael Reinartz
Place of Business: Monheim.am Rhein I Amtsgericht Dusseldorf, HRB 67604
XV
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Von: Sharnnad [mailto:sharnnad@gmail.com]
Gesendet: Dienstag, 10. Februar 201517:24
An: Joerg Thomaier
Cc: Angel-Michael Evangelista; Ashish Gawde
Betreff: Re: Urgent and Important: Questionnaire)qm Bayer and Nexavar
Dear Jorg,
Thanks very much for the response. Of course I am more than happy to wait. Some
indication of a timeline by when you can respond will be helpful.
Warmest wishes,
Sharnnad

~~

I

I

I
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Prof (Dr.) Shamnad Basheer
Founder and Managing Trustee, IDIA
<www .idialaw .com>
Founder, SpicyiP
<www .spicyip.com>
Founder, P-PIL
<www. p-pil.com>
SSRN author page:
<http:// ssrn.com/ author=339749>
Tel No: +91 7598461374
+91 9818825148
On 10-Feb-2015, at 9:49PM, Joerg Thomaier wrote:
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Dear Shamnad,
We will have an internal discussion about it but we were only able to slot this for
next week due to local holidays (Carneval) her in the German Headquarter Area. So
please give us the opportunity to work out any,kind of answer we may be able to
give, so that the answers you get are precise and in accordance with any rules we
have to obey. As we discussed in Delhi we need to al~gn things here and there may
be things we just can't share for different reasons including Busine~s secrecies, but
please trust in me that we really try to give you answers as far as we can - as we
discussed in Delhi.
xv!
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Thank you very much for your patience.
'

Kind Regards,
Jorg
Dr. Jorg Thomaier
Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
Geb. 4865, R. 437
Creative Campus Manheim
Alfred-Nobel-Stra.Be 10
D-40789 Manheim
Phone: +49 2173 38 6394
Fax: +49 2173 38 969 6458
E-Mail: joerg.thomaier@bayer.com
Web: http:/ jwww.bayer.com

il

Managing Directors: Joerg Thomater I Michael Reinartz
Place of Business: Manheim am Rhein I Amtsgericht Dusseldorf, HRB 67604

Von: Shamnad [mailto:shamnad@gmail.com]
Gesendet: Dienstag, 10. Februar 201517:11
An: Angel-Michael Evangelista
Cc: Ashish Gawde; Joerg Thomaier
Betreff: Re: Urgent and Important: Questionnaire on Bayer and Nexavar
Dear Dr Evangelista:
Could you please confirm that you've received the belo:-v email? A quick
confirmation would be appreciated. Also if you could revert on the queries raised in
the next one week (by the 17th), I'd greatly appreciate it.
Thanks!
Shamnad Basheer

On 05-Feb-2015, at 10:01 PM, Shamnad wrote:
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Dear Dr Evangelista:
Hope this finds you welL Given that the Supreme Court has now disposed off the
matter, would you please consider addressing our various queries seeking
clarifications on your Form 27 submissions and related data pertaining to the
Nexavar patent. I attach the latest version of our draft report, along with our specific
queries to you at the end.

I am also taking the liberty of copying in Dr Thomaier whom I had the great
pleasure of meeting at a conference in Delhi recently. I mentioned to him that
although we may be ideolqgically at different ends of the IP spectrum, we share a
common interest in moving IP away from faith based assertions to fact/ data based
analysis. This study by us on patent working is in that vein and I really hope that
you will help us find the answers to make this report more complete and accurate.
Thank you very much!
Shamnad Basheer

<Report-final1 V.doc>

Von: Shamnad [mailto:shamnad@gmail.com]
Gesendet: Dienstag, 10. Februar 2015 17:11
An: Angel-Michael Evangelista
Cc: Ashish Gawde; Joerg Thomaier·
Betreff: Re: Urgent and Important: Questionnaire on Bayer and Nexavar
Dear Dr Evangelista:
Could you please confirm that you've received the below email? A quick
confirmation would be appreciated. Also if you could revert on the queries raised in
the next one week (by the 17th), I'd greatly appreciate it.
·
Thanks!
Shamnad Basheer
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BAYER'S NEXA VAR AND THE "WORKING" OF COMPULSORY LICENSING: MIND THE PATENT
(INFORMATION) GAP!

From: Shamnad [m~ilto:shamnad@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 201510:02 PM
To: Angel-Michael Evangelista
Cc: Ashish Gawde; Joerg Thomaier
Subject: Re: Urgent and Important: Questionnaire on Bayer and Nexavar
Dear Dr Evangelista: ·
Hope this finds you well. Given that the Supreme!.Court has now disposed off the
matter, would you please consider addressing our various' queries.seeking
clarifications o:h your Form 27 submissions and related.data pertaining to the
Nexavar patent. I attach the latest version of our draft report, along with our specific
queries to you at the end.
·
I

I am also taking the liberty of copying in Dr Thomaier whom I had the great'
pleasure of meeting at a conference in Delhi recently. I mentioned to him that
although we may be ideologically. at different ends of the IP spech·um, we share a
conunon interest in moving IP away from faith based assertions to fact/ data based
analysis. This study by us on patent working is in that vein and I really hope that
you will help us find the answers to make this report more complete a;1d accurate.
Thank you very much!
Shamnad Basheer
On 26-Sep-2014, at 8:56AM, Angel-Mich~el Evangelista wrote:
Dear Mr. Basheer,

~

..

The Company does not wish to make a,ny comment in this regard, since the Nexavar
matter is sub-judice.
Best Regards,
Angel Michael Evangelista

From: Shamnad [mailto:shamnad@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 24,2014 6:35PM
To: Angel-Michael Evangelista
Subject: Re: Urgent and Important: Questiom1aire on Bayer and Nexavar
Dear Dr Evangelista:
xix

Please let me know if you have the below emails. A quick line in confirmation would
be greatly appreciated. I attach the questionnaire again.
Thanks,
Shamnad Basheer

On 21-Sep-2014, at 5:32AM, Sha:rrui.ad wrote:

;1

Dear Dr Evangelista:
Please consider this version of the questimmaire instead.
Thanks!
Shamnad Basheer

<Report and questions-final1P.doc>
On 20-Sep-2014, at 9:39PM, Shamnad wrote:
Dear Dr Evangelista:
I hope this finds you well.
The reason I write now is to solicit certain clarifications from Bayer on a study that
we are currently doing. This study pertains to Bayers 1 patented drug Nexavar and ·
certain data points in relation to its sales in India and revenues etc.
I'd be very grateful if someone from your team could please respond to this
questionnaire at your earliest convenience, preferably in two weeks time.
I have made the background as comprehensive as possible and included all the data
points we now have at our end (taken from various submissions to the indian patent
office) so that it is easy for you to contex'tualise and respond to the queries. I hope
you can accommodate this request.
Thank you very much.
Warmest wishes, .
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Shamnad Basheer
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<Report and questions-finallP.doc>
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STMicroeleclronics, Inc.

The Honorable Michael Froman
United States Trade Representative
Executive Office of the President
600 17111 Street NW
Washington, DC 20508

il

Directors
Edward Blocker
Konlnk!UI<e Philips N.V.
Tina M. Chappell
Intel Corp.
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Scott M. Frank
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Krlsh Gupta
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Microsoft Corp.
Jennifer Hall
Mars Incorporated

Re: USTR 2014 Special301 Review, Request for Public Comment
(79 Fed. Reg. 420)

Dear Ambassador Froman:
These are comments on behalf of the Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO)
highlighting concerns with key issl!es surrounding the effective protection of intellectual
property rights globally.
·.
!PO is a trade association for companies, innovators, law firms and others who own or
are interested in patents, trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets. We have more than
200 corporate members from all major industries in the U.S. and more than 12,000
individuals who are involved in the association through corporate or other classes of
membership.

I. IP-RELATED THREATS IN INTERNATIONAL AND
MULTILATERAL FORA
The global framework of intellectual property rights and protections, particularly with
respect to clean technology, energy, healthcare and advanced manufacturing rights, is .
continually challenged in a range of international fora. Without proper vigilance,
decisions made within international bodies will have an adverse impact on American
competitiveness.

UN Activities Relating to Clean Technology and Sustainable
Development
Several countries, including India, Bolivia, the Philippines and Venezuela, along with
outside stakeholders, continue to call for compulsory licensing ,or other fonns'of
"flexibilities" in the context of global climate change negotiations that are taking place
under the auspices of the United Nations Framework Convention 'On Climate Change
(UNFCCC). These countries and others misrepresent IP rights as barriers to
international technology transfer despite the proven positive effects of stable IP and.
legal regimes, such as enabling and encouraging innovation, development,
dissemination and deployment of existing and new technologies. Calls to weaken IP
and to make discussion of IP an agenda item have consistently been a negotiating tool
that these countries have used against the United States and other developed countries.
1501 M Street, NW, Suite 1150

Washington. DC 20005

T: 202-507-4500 · F: 202-507-4501 ' E: info@•ipo.org
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Calls for intellectual property rights (IPR) weakening have been rejected repeatedly
during several high-level Conferences of the Parties (COPs). We expect IPR issues to
continue to cloud the negotiating agenda in the years ahead, and they may complicate
the work of certain implementing bodies such as the Technology Executive Committee
(TEC) and the Climate Technology Centers & Network (CTCN). w·e look forward to
working with the U.S. Government to continue to address and neutralize such challenges
to IPR.
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We are also concerned with certain recommendations of the 2013 UN Report titled A
New Global Partnership: Eradicate Poverty and Transform Economies Through
Sustainable Development. 1 Although we share the broad goals ofthe report, we are
concerned with its emphasis on exploiting "[f]lexibilities" in the WTO TRIPS
agreement in order to promote technology transfer, as many countries have attempted to
use TRIPS as a pretext for weakening IPR protections.
Clean technology IP rights are a key driv~r of U.S. exports, private sector investment,
growth and jobs. They are also critical to achieving global climate change and energyrelated objectives, and are exhaustively regulated in the WTO TRIPS Agreement.
Weakening clean technology patent rights would be counterproductive and would
stymie innovation and the development and diffusion of technology. Any efforts to alter
or amend the IPR regime in an international context, moreover, would undermine the
central role that the WTO TRIPS Agreement plays in this respect and would cause legal
and political uncertainty for businesses, innovators, investors aJ)d consumers. ·

WIPO on Exceptions and Limitations
Publications and capacity-building activities of the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) increasingly reflect IF-skeptic perspectives, despite its formal·
mandate and role as an IPR-focused organization. For example, WIPO has organized
regional training sessions for go\fernment officials on the use of exceptions and
limitations to patent rights. These sessions focus on P¥blic health, exploring the various
possible ways that IPR for pharmaceuticals can be cutiailed under national laws and
regulations. Such training sessions could provide a basis for IP weakening and pose a
threat to innovation and public health in the event that such policies are enacted. In
addition to the training sessions, WIPO has also undertaken work to study "exceptions.
and limitations" to patents both within its Committee on Development & Intellectual
Propetiy'(CDIP) and its Standing Committee on Patents (SCP).
At a minimum, it is crucial for WIPO to contextualize policies that w~uld weaken patent
rights by highlighting the negative impact that such policies have on innovation,
partnership, investment, technology transfer, and other contributing factors to economic
advancement, and by seeking evidence from a wide variety of stakeholders. Industry
expressed concern on these issues as early as 20 II, when the first training session on
exceptions and limitations was organized in· Bangkok; yet, sessions continue to be
organized under WIPO's·auspices with no particular improvements or change in
1

http://www.un.org/sg/management/pdf/HLP_P2015 _Report. pdf
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direction in sight. In addition, industry participation is often very limited, making it
very difficult to ensure that a more neutral, balanced view is heard .
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WHO and Other Trade & Public Health Fora

Im

Activities at the World Health Organization (WHO) deserve .clo.se scrutiny. The text
that was adopted as pmi of the U.N. Global Strategy for the•?.revention and Control of
Noncommunicable Diseases (NCD) and NCD Action Plan suggested IPR coulci be a
barrier to countries' and patients' access to NCD treatment, despite a lack of supporting
evidence. 2 In general, the WTO should address IP-related trade issues, not the WHO or
other non-specialized UN bodies. There is a lack of evidentiary support for IFskepticism in the NCD context, and there is broad support for the positive role IPR plays
in a range of WHO and other international publicationr and studies. 3
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We continue to be concerned about suggestions by some countries at the WTO that IPR
constitute a barrier to the development, di'ssemination, and deployment of"clean
technology." In one paper presented by the Government of Ecuador at the TRIPS
Council, 4 the overall conclusions lacked effective evidentiary suppoti and are
contradicted by a range of studies, papers and analyses. In contrast to the paper's ·
conclusions, patents, trade secrets, and other fonns ofiPR allow U.S .. innovators to
capture the value of R&D activity, stimulating investment in innovation that might not
otherwise occur. 5 They als9 provide private companies a means to distinguish their
products from those of their competitors and offer commercial and economic incentives
and assurances for firms and innovators to share technology and know-how. Trade,
foreign direct investtnent, joint ventures, and other forms of commercial and publicprivate patinership play a particularly important role and allow developed, emetging and
developing countries to become true partners in a global technology and advanced
manufacturing value chain. We are encouraged by the recent U.S. intervention in the
TRIPS Council pointing out the imp01tance of strong intellectual propetiy. However,
we note that "Intellectual Property, Climate Change and Development" remains on the
TRIPS Coui1cil Agenda.
.
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The Declaration in that context called on members to consider the "full use of trade-related aspects of
intellectual property rights (TRIPS) flexibilities" with respect to "affordable, safe, effective and quality
medicines and diagnostics and other [medical] technologies."
3 See, e.g., WHO, WIPO, and WTO, "Promoting Access to Medical Technologies and Innovation:
Intersections Between Public Health, Intellectual P.roperty, and Trade" (20 12); World Health Organization
Report of the Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Innovation and Public Health, "Public Health,
Innovation and Intellectual Property Rights" (2006).
4 Communication from Ecuador, "Contribution of Intellectual Property to Facilitating the Transfer of
Environmentally-Sound Technology," IP/C/W/585, February 27,2013.
.
5 For the positive role IPR plays in this area, see, e.g., Daniel Johnson, Kristina Lybecker, "Innovating for
an Uncertain Market: A Literature Review of the Constraints on Environmental Innovation," University of
Colorado Working Paper 2009-06 (July 2009); Branstetter, Fishman, Foley, "Do Stronger Intellectual
Property Rights Increase International Technology Transfer? Empirical Evidence from U.S. Firm-Level
Panel Data" (July 2005), p. 2; UNFCCC, "Enabling Environments for Technology Transfer" (4 June
2003); World Trade Organization, "Trade and Transfer ofTechnology," Background Note by the
Secretariat, WT/WGTTT/W/1 (2002).
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II. COUNTRY-SPECIFIC CONCERNS

India

i

I

I
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India is an impotiant and growing market for U.S. companies. The country draws
heavily on global investment and trade, and counts innovative industries including .
information and communications technology, infrastructure,'~ervices, healthcare, and
enteJtainment as increasingly imp01tant contributors to economic growth. However, as
described below, India is pursuing an agenda of forced technology transfer in
contravention of a fundamental principle governing international trade- national
treatment- while seeking to weaken IP rules and frameworks domestically and
internationally. India is also systematically denying U.S. companies the protection and
opportunities afforded its own industries, including with respect to IPR. These efforts
not only threaten to diminish India's ability to innovate and attract investment, but they ..
also unfairly disadvantage American businesses. The consistent use and threat of
compulsory licensing and a continued lack of effective trade secrets protection are
additional core issues of concern.
'
!

India's National Manufacturing Policy
The government of India is taking measures across sectors, including pharmaceuticals
·and green technologies, to advanGe a program to compulsory license foreign proprietary
technology, in direct contravention of the more limited scope of compulsory license
provisions in the WTO TRIPS Agreement. One primary purpose appears to be to enable
domestic industries to avoid paying commercial rates for technologies. For example,
India has announced its intention to engage in policies that would violate the intellectual
property rights of foreign green technologies in order to favor domestic companies.
Section 4.4 of India's National Manufacturing Policy (NMP), for example, states that ~ .
India-based cleari technology companies "have the option to approach the Government
for issue of a Compulsory License for the technology which is not being provided by the
patent holder at reasonable rates or is not being worked in India to meet the domestic
demand in a satisfactory manner." The National Manufacttiring Policy lists healthcarerelated technology as another strategic industry, alongside clean technology.
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Trade Secret Protection and India's National IPR Strategy
India released a draft National IPR Strategy in 2012,6 which was broad in scope and
appeared to represent an effort to tackle some of the impmiant weaknesses that remain
in India's IPR policy and enforcement. Publication of the Policy was a hopeful sign, but
no concrete action has been taken thus far.
One key problem in India continues to be the lack of an effective trade secrets protection
regime. Although the National IPR Strategy recognizes that a "predictable and
recognizable trade secret regime will improve investor confidence," it fails to call for
greater protection of trade secrets and asserts that they are already "protected through
the contract law in India and [are] part of the concept of protection against unfair
6

http://dipp.nic.in/English/Discuss_paper/draftNational_!PR_Strategy_ 26Sep20 I2.pdf
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competition." To ensure full market access and non-discriminatory treatment of Indian
and non-Indian companies, and in order to ensure full TRIPS-compliance, it is critical
that India adopt an effective, codified, trade secret act. This would reduce the
uncetiainty now often faced by companies and the difficulties companies face protecting
_their proprietary technologies and confidential data. It would also incentivize U.S.
companies to invest in India and to collaborate, share technqlogy and know-how, and
engage in mutually beneficial technology supply and partnership contracts with Indian
patiners and customers.

Other Instances of India's Forced Technology Transfer, Compulsory
Licensing, and Lack of Effective IP Protection
India's National Manufacturing Policy and its draft IPR Policy demonstrate a lack of
effective IPR protection and enforcement. Another example includes a 2010 discussion
paper published by a department in the Ministry of Commerce (DIPP), which argued
that "compulsory licensing has a strong and persistent positive effect on domestic
invention" and encouraged India's Contr611er General of Patents to grant a compulsory
license if, among other things, he was satisfied that the patented invention is not being
worked (i.e., manufactured) in India. 7
·.--1

Additionally, India's patent statute requires every patentee and licensee to furnish
periodic statements that include significant details of how they are working each
patented invention on a commercial basis in India or, if not worked, the reasons why and
the steps being taken to work the invention. 8 Not only is this "Form 27" process highly
burdensom-e from an administrative point of view, but we are concerned that the
infonnation that is provided could be eventually used to justify compulsory licenses in a
variety of industries, as specifically contemplated in the Form. Recently, submissions of
Form 27 have become publicly available, which is likely to result in even greater
pressure on Indian authorities to compulsory license the covered products. 9 Moreover, a
majority of the questions in Form 27 are only directly answerable in a one-patent-oneproduct context and cannot clearly be answered for information technologies, for
example. Notwithstanding the impracticality of attributing a specific commercial value
to one patented feature of a complex technology, the form calls for crimina! and civil
penalties for submission of false information.
Since 2012, India has also infringed, overridden, or revoked nearly a dozen
pharmaceutical patents held by foreign firms, in pati because the patented product was
manufactured outside oflndia. These and other instances of broad compulsory licensing
are based on Section 84 oflndia's Patent Act 10 and pose a clear risk not only to U.S .

.

7

See http://dipp.nic.in/English/Discuss_paper/CL_DraftDiscussion_02September20 !!.doc
8 Known as Form 27, Statement Regarding the Working of the Patented Invention on Commercial Scale
in India, available at: http://ipindia.nic.in/ipr/patentlpatent_formsfees/Form-27.pdf
9 See http://ipindiaservices.govjn/workingofpatents/
10 Some of these actions have been based on Section 84 of India's Patent Act that states:"(!) At any time
after the expiration of three years from the date ofthe [grant] of a patent, any person interested may make
an application to the Controller for grant of compulsory license on patent on any of the following grounds,
namely:- (a) that the reasonable requirements of the public with respect to the patented invention have
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pharmaceutical industries, but to advanced manufacturing, industrial, and other
innovative U.S. businesses.
Finally, the Indian Government not yet passed the National Innovation Act, 11 which
would have been a positive step towards providing a more robust IPR environment. The
Innovation Act woul~ include a range of measures to promq~e innovation (including an
annual "Science and Technology Plan" and provisions to aid public/private partnerships,
promote innovation financing and establish special innovation zones). It would also
codify rules on the protection of confidential information. Because protection to date .
relies on common law principles, the scope of protection is often unpredictable.

Third Party Access to Essentiaf Facilities in India
We commend efforts of the Indian Government's Committee of the Ministry of
Corporate Affairs to formulate a National Competition Policy for India that has evolved
into a comprehensive and helpful framework for fair competition. One pa1ticular issue,
however, is a serious cause for concern. Section 5.1 (vi) of the Competition Policy
contains a blanket requirement for dominant infrastructure and IP R owners to grant third
party access to "essential facilities" on "agreed reasonable and nondiscriminatory
terms," without providing more specifics about the situations in which this requiremenf
may or may not be justified. 12
Experts have heavily criticized blanket application of an "essential facilities" doctrine to
IPR owners, and such application has been severely curtailed around the world. A broad
international consensus exists that the unconditional, unilateral refusal to license a
technology rarely raises competition concerns. In addition, the decision not to license a
technology is considered to be the"most fundamental right conveyed under the lP rights
laws- namely, the right to exclude. To impose a blanket duty to license on IPR owners
could effectively nullify IP rights and impair or remove the economic, cultural, social
and educational benefits created by them, ultimately hurting American innovators. The
blanket inclusion ofiP rights currently foreseen in the Policy is directly at odds with
international competition standards and fundamentally irreconcilable with TRIPS.
Although industry consultations y;ith the Minister and Joint Secretary yielded a solution
in which the Ministry agreed to review the essential facirities language, the final ·
National Competition Policy has still not been passed or made public.

not been satisfied, or (b) that the patented invention is not available to the public at a reasonably
.
affordable price, or (c) that the patented invention is not worked in the territory of india." Section 84 of
India's Patent Act violates the WTO TRIPS Agreement's national treatment provision in Article 3, which
mandates that WTO members protect IP regardless of its origin, as well as TRIPS Article 27.1, which
explicitly prohibits discrimination in national patent laws based on "whether products are imported or
locally produced." Section 84 also exceeds several TRIPS compulsory licensing restrictions, for instance
Article 31(h) requiring pricing to be based on the "economic value of the authorization."
11
http://www.dst.gov.in/draftinnovationlaw.pdf
12

http://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/Revised_Draft_National_Competition_ Policy_20 11_17nov20 !!.pdf
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India's Positions in International Fora
In addition to domestic policy actions such as those outlined above, we continue to be
very concerned about India's policy position on intellectual property in a range of
international fora. India has played a leading role in driving an IP weakening agenda at
the UNFCCC, WTO~ and WIPO, where government officials consistently represent
intellectual property rights as a barrier to economic advance\lnent and access to
technology for developing countries despite a lack of evidence supporting this view.
These claims threaten to undermine not only U.S. Innovation and industries, but
economic development and innovation in India, where domestic companies are in the
process of ma.turing their capabilities in the IP generation and policy advocacy space..
They also continue to distract negotiators in these and other fora from the real
technology, trade, environmental and healthcare-related issues that they are or should be
seeking to address.
Unfortunately, India's influence with respect to intellectual property policy may be
expanding. In May 2013, the BRICS IP Offices agreed on a roacimap for
collaboration. 13 The roadmap identifies India as the lead IP office to improve the
influence of BRICS offices within WIPO and other fora.

China
China has made major improvements to its intellectual property laws in recent years, but
much room for progress remains. Further action is needed foi· China to achieve an open,
fair, and non-discriminatory innovation policy that does not discriminate against nonindigenous companies or give substahtive or procedural advantages to companies that
develop or own their IP locally within China. Examples of disci'iminatory or otherwise
harmful policies that are currently in place include indigenous innovation accreditation;
China's current treatment of remuneration for "serviCe inventions"; continued
government-driven standard setting that often includes discriminatory elements; and
onerous government-driven technology transfer and licensing policies, such as through
MOFCOM's Technology Import-Export Rules. Additional critical concerns include the
ability for brand owners to protect their trademarks against piracy, enforcement
concerns emanating from the Fourth Amendment of China's Patent Law, as well as
China's continued need for effective trade secret protection.
·

China's Innovation Policy
We were encouraged by the agreement at the 2013 Strategic and Economic Dialogue
(SED) to foster an open and fair trade and investment relationship and, particularly, to
recognize the importance of trade secret pro,tection (discussed separately below) in
developing an innovative Chinese economy. We also welcome recent efforts by China
to limit the use of indigenous innovation policies in government procurement and to
liberalize foreign company access to governmen~-run or semi-governmental projects
including, for example, in the wind power sector. We are further encouraged by China's
13

http://wW'.y.rupto.ru/rupto/nfile/786b6c92-696b-11 e3: 731 c-9c8e9921 fb2c/SIGNED-BR!CS-IPOFFICES-COOPERATION-ROADMAP.pdf
.
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commitment to "del ink its innovation policies" from gov~rnment procurement
preferences. We note that this commitment has been implemented from national to local
level through a State Council directive and notices issued by the Ministry of Science &
Technology, National Development & Reform Commission and the Ministry of Finance.
Despite these positive developments, U.S. companies contin9e to face innovation
policy-related difficulties. For ex'ample, Indigenous Innovation Product Accreditation
systems impose onerous and discriminatory requirements on companies seeking to s'ell
into the Chinese government procurement market and contravene multiple commitments
of China's leadership to resist trade and investment protectionisri1 and promote open
govemment procurernent.policies. Another example iJ forced disclosure of trade secrets
in a regulatory context. We believe it is important that China follows through on its
SED commitments in this and other related areas.

Chinese Service Inventions
China's State Intellectual Property Office.has been developing a new administrative..
Regulation intended to increase employer payments for "service inventions" that ar~
created during an inventor's employment, apparently in the belief it will increase
innovation. The draft Regulation, if passed, will negatively affect the· ability of
companies to determine how best to incentivize innovation by its own employees and
will increase legal and financial risks of conducting R&D in China. For example, under
the second paragraph of Article 19, any agreement or policy reasonably implemented by
an employer regarding inventor remuneratio.n could be subject to repeated challenge as
somehow "limiting" an inventor's rights and could be retroactively supplanted by
SIPO's onerous default rules. Employers are also' required to make a decision about
how best to protect an asset very quickly, even i~ an invention has not been fully
conceived or formed by the inventor. ·
Moreover, the draft Regulation vastly expands.the scope of the Patent Law to require
under A1iicle 25 payment of compensation for simple technical know-how the employer
elects to keep secret, which will greatly increase the administrative costs for the
. technical secret owner. This expansion would also create disputes between the inventor
and the employer over the patentability and scope of the technical secret. We were
encouraged by. the Shanghai High Court's promulgation of Guidelines on Trial of
Disputes over Rewards and Remunerations for Inventors or D~signers of Creation of
Service Inventions(. ((JlR:%-J;l}A-E:IJ@~aAA§Xi&it A~JE}J, t~ll~4!'6}'$-:F:!1~~1 )) ) in
June 2013, which were meant to clarify elements of existing State Council-passed
Implementing Rules. The guidelines more appropriately recognize the presumptive
reasonableness and priority of company agreements or polices over statutory standards
than do the Regulation, so we believe the fUiiher modification of the Regulation based
upon the guidelines merits close ongoing scrutiny.
These are just a few illustrations of how the Regulations would create unpredictability to
the detriment of all rights-holders in China's business environment.
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Patents and Technical Standards in China
China's standard-setting practices continue to be a cause of significant concern. As part
of its National IP Strategy, China has focused on itnproving its standards-related
policies, including regulating "the process of turning patents into standards." In 2012,
the Standardization Administration of China (SAC) issued its revised draft Disposal
Rules for Patents in National Standards ( ~:l%l*fiji{~fztl!z "&f-iJ!¥:J:%iltJ\l!DU)) ) (draft
Disposal Rules) and requested comments from stakeholders. The draft Disposal Rules
remove some problematic articles such as free licensing due to failure to disclose patents
involved. The key remaining issues are whether the patent applications that are required
to be disclosed include non-published applications, and a lack of clarity regarding legal
liabilities for failure to disclo$e. Separately, since foreign invested companies can
participate in the standard setting process by invitation only, most American companies
and their Chinese subsidiaries are unable to patiicipate in the standard setting process.
This impacts their ability to be heard as part of the standard-setting process, and their
· competitive oppotiunities in the Chinese,market due to possible noncompliance with
(future) product standards or the setting of standards that are specifically geared towards
a Chinese competitor's technology advantage.
.

.

China's Trademark Laws Give Pirates a Competitive Edge
China's recent amendments to its Trademark Law, which will become effective shortly,
on May 1, 2014, increase the risk that brand owners will be held hostage to pirates
registering marks in bad faith. For example, under the amended law, if a brand owner
opposes a preliminary approved mark and loses, the mark will be immediately registered
before Trademark Review and Adjudication Board (TRAB) can invalidate it. As a
result, a bad-faith registrant may freely use a mark for years while waiting for a TRAB
decision without infringing on the brand owner's rights. This problem is exacerbated by
a Chinese judicial policy that allows marks that are confusingly similar to co-exist after
a cetiain period of use. To add insult to injury, a bad faith registrant may also be able to
take enforcement action against the brand owner's own use of the trademark. These
policies weaken the value ofAmerican brands by allowing bad actors to capitalize on
our U.S. investments.
·

China's MOFCOM Import-Export Rules
China's Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) Technology Import-Export Administrative
Regulations impose greater risks and liabilities on foreign technology licensors than
what China's Contract Law imposes on domestic licensors. For example, aforeign
·licensor must indemnify against infringement of a third party's rights due to the
licensee's use of the licensed technology and cannot negotiate rights to improvements
made by the licensee. This paternalistic approach by the State is at odds with both the
Contract Law's normal deferenc'~ to contract terms negotiated by parties at arms-length
and common international licensing practices. The de facto result, whether expressly
intended to promote indigenous innovation or not, is to unjustifiably place foreign- .
owned technologies and licensors at an unfair disadvantage.
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Patent Enforcement and the Fourth Amendment to the Chinese Patent
Law
China's patent system includes the issuance of IP assets, including utility models and
design patent rights, without sufficient ex,amination of the substance: Unlike other
rights like invention patents, the quality of these assets is ro\]tinely low, creating
substantial uncertainty for U.S. companies who want to sell 2products to the Chinese
market. Although SIPO has recently acknowledged the extent of the problem by
rejecting some utility model applications that are "obviously unpatentable," more
safeguards are needed to ensure these patents are not inappropriately used against
innovation-driven American (and Chinese) companies. One such measure might be to
require, rather than leave it to the discretion of a court or administrative agency, that the
owner of a utility model or design patent in every case obtain a search report from SIPO
supporting the validity of the patent prior to asserting it, and to automatically stay
infi·ingement proceedings until timely invalidation requests have been resolved .
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China issued a revised draft Fourth Amendment to its Patent Law in March 2013. In the
draft amendment, there is a significant focus on administrative enforcement of patent
rights putatively in order to provide lower cost remedies for small businesses and
individual rights holders. The Amendment would give hundreds of inexperienced local
and provincial intellectual prqperty offices new powers to grant injunctive relief and to
impose compensatory damages, fines and penalties for patent infringement and even
enhance them if deemed intentional. One of the effects of the draft Fourth Amendment
will be to allow (primarily Chinese domestic) entities or individuals to assert their rights
before local and administrative officials, who may not be technologically and legally
qualified, without clear guidance tying any award to the value of the patent. Currently,
such proceedings are entrusted only to certain courts selected by the Supreme People's
Court due to concerns about the complexity of patent cases.

I

To be more effective, China's patent system should allow for effective recourse to civil
litigation for patent infringement to the exclusion of administrative enforcement
remedies, which can be political, unprofessional, or commercial and discriminatory in
nature. This would help rights-holders who can demonstrate the innovative nature of
their patents or other intellectual property to address, among other issues, the problem of
insufficiently eX.amined rights in competent and less political fora. Finally, China's
patent system should be reformed so as to ensure that infringement litigation that is
based on these insufficiently examined rights cannot proceed until the validity of the
utility model and design patent involved is finally determined through the Patent
Reexamination Board's examination and judicial review.

""'11

The U.S. International Trade Commission has estimated the value of U.S. IP stolen by
Chinese entities to total $48 billion, including lost sales (76 percent of the total) and lost
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Trade Secret Protectiqn in China
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royalties and license fees (24 percent). 14 Civil and administrative protection for trade
secrets in China relies on the 1993 Anti-Unfair Competition Law (AUCL). The AUCL
applies only to trade secret theft by a "business undertaking." This is problematic,
because the AUCL does not provide for enforcement actions against current or former
employees who misappropriate the company trade secrets without actually conducting a
business. It also applies only to information with "practical)~pplicability," which
imposes an evidentiary burden inconsistent with strong protections of trade secrets.
We note that even though the AUCL does not provide for preliminary injunction, in a
positive step, the newly amended Civil Procedure Law at Art. 100 provides for
preliminary il~unction in civil cases whenever warranted. In August 2013, the Shanghai
First Intermediate Court issued the first preliminary injunction in a trade secret theft
case in which the plaintiff was a non-Chinese company. With respect to criminal
protection, accoi'ding to Alt. 219 of the Chinese Crimina! Law, the crime of trade secret
theft is focused on consequences, not conduct (i.e., causing direct economic loss in the
amount ofRMBSOO,OOO (USD83,500); or causing bankruptcy of the trade secret owner;
or the infringer receiving illegal benefits in the above-mentioned amount). This focus
fails to communicate a serious commitment to protecting trade secrets.
Additionally, without a criminal investigation a trade secret owner can rarely secure the
evidence needed to prove any of these criminal thresholds; but without such evidence,
the police cannot start a criminal investigation. This Catch-22 creates a serious
challenge for criminal trade secrets prosecution in China:

·····!

We remain hopeful that recent Civil Procedure Law reforms wil.J address some or all of
the problems that companies face in enforcing trade secrets protection' in China. We
also urge the U.S. Government to continue pressing China to implement commitments
on trade secrets enforcement agreed to at the 2013 Strategic & Economic Dialogue talks,
including strengthening procedures and remedies.

Forced Regulatory Disclosure of Trade Secrets
Chinese regulations sometimes require companies to spbmit technical and functional
features of their product, as well as the testing method adopted in the companies'
''enterprise standards" to local qtiality and technical supervision authorities. This allows
the authorities and interested parties to understand these enterprise standards to ensure
compliance. Failure to provide the information may prevent access to the Chinese
market. The information furnished, however, is often unprotected from further
disclosure. In fact, in many circumstances; local agencies will provide the information
to anyone who requests it. This requirement and practice puts companies' technical o
secrets at risk of leaking into the public domain.

14 USITC, China: Effects of Intellectual Property Infringement and Indigenous Innovation Polic!es on the
U.S. Economy, USITC Publication 4226, May 20 II.
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China's Position in International Fora
China continues to support IP-weakening agendas in a range of international fora,
including the UNFCCC, WIPO, and WTO.

Brazil

(
/1;

Overall, Brazil's position on IPR issues, both domestically Jj,d globally, has improved
over the past few years. The Government of Brazil has recognized the importance of
effective intellectual property protection to incentivize innovation and drive the
development of viable innovative industries. Nonetheless, area? of real concern
continue to exist. Such polices are being undermined through efforts and policies to
weaken IP protection.
·

ANVISA 's "Prior Consent" for Patent Examination
One area of concern is the "prior cpnsent" provision' of the Patent Law (Article 229-C)
which applies to the Health Surveillance-Agency (ANVISA). Brazil's General Attorney
(AGU) has clarified that Article 229-C limits ANVISI} 's patent review role to issues of
health and safety, distinct from the patent examination role of the Brazilian Patent
Office (INPI). The AGU opinion has been ignored and ANVISA is now effectively the
gatekeeper in patentability determinations of pharmaceutical inventions.
This dual system of patent examination is reserved only for the pharmaceutical sector
and raises questions of discrimination, for example, under A1ticle 27.1 ofthe World ·
Trade Agreement on Trade~ Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).
ANVISA and INPI do not apply their patentability standards equally ~nd such a system
will generate uncertainty for patent applicants and undermine incentives for innovation.

:··!

. ;

INPI's Efforts to Weaken Pharmaceutical Patents
Recently, INPI filed a series oflawsuits which seek to invalidate or shorten the term of
"mailbox patents" for pharmaceutical inventions that were filed shortly after TRIPS
went into effect in Brazil. The grounds alleged by INPI have no basis in the law and
raise further questions about Brazil's commitment to the protection of IP rights .

Brazil's Patent Law Reform May Weaken American IP Rights
The Center for Strategic Studies and Debates of the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies,
which is affiliated with the Brazilian Parliament, recently produced a study entitled The
Revision ofthe Patent Act: Innovation Towards National Competitiveness, 15 which
coincided with the introduction of Congressional Bill PL 5402/2013 (the "Patent Law
Reform"). The study and the Patent Law Reform bill propose to limit patent rights by
(1) excluding fr0\11 patentability certain pharmaceutical inventions, (2) providing for
pre-grant opposition proceedings, (3) barring regulatory data protection, (4) explicitly
granting ANVISA the role of patentability examination of pharmaceutical inventions,
(5) expanding the use of compulsory licensing, and (6) revoking the ten (1 0) year
15
Available at:
http :1/bd.camara.gov.br/bd/bitstream/handle/bdcamara/ 14 797/brazi Is_patent_reform.pdf?sequence=2
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minimum term for patents. In addition, the study proposes the creation of an
administrative entity called CODIPI, under the Chief of Staff (Casa Civil), which would
enjoy binding authority. If establisht(.d, Brazil's patent office (INPI) would become
subject to this new body instead of using its expertise to apply Brazil's patent law. The
proposals in this study, if implemented, would drastically reduce the ability of U.S.
companies to achieve a return on their investments made in Brazil. ·
·

INPI's Right to Modify Contracts

·. ::!

INPI's role in approving all IP licensing and technology transfer agreements potentially
impinges on the freedom of companies to contract freely for goods and services and may
result in the destruction of trade secrets in exchange for market access. Specifically,
INPI's policies prevent any temporary license of non-patented technology. In addition,
INPI frequently establishes limits on royalties and confidentiality clauses and prevents
the return of technology upon the conclusion of cemtracts. INPI's authority to interfere
dates back to the 1970s and Law 5648170, which established INPI and granted it the
authority to regulate technology transfer:· While'the law changed in 1996, formally
ending INPI's.power to interfere in licensing agreements, INPI continues the practice
today.

Brazil's Patent and Trademark Application Backlog
. INPI continues to maintain a significant backlog in its review of patent applications,
with an average patent pendency of 8 to 9 years. The inability to timely obtain patents
in Brazil impairs innovation and the ability to commercialize research and development.
At the same time, we commend recent efforts to improve delivery oflP services through
lNPI's hiring of examiners and ephancement of internal processes to reduce patent and
trademark application backlogs. For example, the recent Resolution No. 295/12 to
foster the first examination of patents was a positive measure. Moreover, although more
examiners are needed, seventy examiners have already been hired. We also commend ·
the U.S. Patent Office's efforts to cooperate with INPI including on training examiners.
Still, additional. measures are needed to address the application backlog and to support.
patent quality, including putting government resources towards INPI's core missions
and eliminating interference by non-INPI government agencies in the patent
examination process. ln that regard, ANVISA's continued ability to duplicate the patent
examination itself remains a very serious concern.
Similarly, INPI's trademark backlog \'iould be greatly improved by the country's
accession to the Madrid Protocol. Implementation of the Protocol would also reduce
costs for both U.S. and Brazilian companies to protect their marks within the country..
Brazil and INPI have recently taken steps to pave the way for its adoption. The U.S.
should strongly support Brazil's efforts in this regard.

Canada's Utility Requirement for Patents
Intellectual property rights are being undermined in Canada through unique standards
for patentability of inventions. In particular, Canada's heightened utility requirements,
. 13 •
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also known as the "promise of the patent doctrine," have weakened patent rights, in
particular for pharmaceuticals. In Canada, innovators are required to "demonstrate" or
"soundly predict" the effectiveness of an inventio11 "promised" at the time of filing the
patent application in order to meet the utility requirement. Such a standard is
fundamentally inconsistent with TRIPS. To meet the utility requiren1ent, TRIPS, and all
developed countries, require only that an invention be "usef4l" or "capable of industrial
application." It is not reasonable or financially feasible to require patent applicants to
undertake substantial risks and possibly spend millions ,of dollars on clinical drug
development before a patent application is even filed. Ironically, the Canadian courts
have deemed patents covering drug products that have been approved as "safe and
- effective" by Health Canada to "lack utility."
f

The promise doctrine as applied by the Canadian coutis is unique in the world and is
inconsistent with the patentab-ility standarcl Canada committed to apply under TRIPS.
The promise doctrine also effectively imposes a higher utility standard to the
patentability of biopharmaceutical inventions than to other inventions. TRIPS requires
that there be no discrimination as to the field of technology. Futihennore, this
heightened utility standard is fundamentally incompatible with the lifecycle of
biopharmaceutical development.

South Africa
The South African Ministry of Trade and Industry recently published a draft National
Policy on Intellectual Property (National IPR Policy). 16 While we welcome many
positive perspectives and positions reflected in the draft NationallPR Policy, it contains
a number of positions and observations on IPR that would be counterproductive and
should be removed or qualified. Problematic positions include endorsement of weaker
IPR in cetiain fields; suggestions that weak IP protections can be an effective part of a
country's industrial policy (as opposed to being reserved for extraordinary
circumstances); and adoption ofa broader narrative that developing countries have
gained little from the protection ofiPR, despite evidence of the profound benefits that
such protections bring by way of increased FDI and technology diffusion. We
understand that the Ministry is currently reviewing the policy and we are hopeful that
problematic elements will be removed from the document.

The Netherlands and the Borderless Nature of Piracy
What is widely known as "The Pirate Bay" is the world's largest bit torrent tracker. Bit
torrent is a file sharing protocol that enables large file transfers. The Pirate Bay (TPB) is
an open tracker, where anyone can download torrent files. To be able to upload torrent
files, one must register at the site. TPB exists for wholesale downloading of content,
and much of it is registered copyright digital content. Examples of these copyrighted
works include movies, softwm:e, video games and music.

16

Draft National Policy on Intellectual Jl>roperty, September 4, 2013, accessed at

http://www.thedti.gov.za/invitations/36816 _4-9_Tradelndustry.pdf
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TPB was founded by the Swedish anti-copyright organization Piratbyn1n in the late 2003.
Today, it is run by an organization registered in the Seychelles. In 2010, after
considerable pressure was exerted on it by the Swedish government, TPB moved to
Greenland (Denmark), then Iceland, and now it resides in the Caribbean island of Saint
Mamten (Netherlands).
il

I

•,.

In early 2013, Swedish prosecutors sought to seize two ofpirate Bay's Swedish domains
(thepiratebay.se and piratebay.se) and filed a complaint in Iceland threatening seizure of
TPB's Icelandic domain. In response, in April20 13, TPB sought refuge for their servers
on the Caribbean island of Saint Maarten (one of four countries that comprise the
Kingdom of the Netherlands), thereby enabling TPB to offer their services (up to the
present day) with a new .sx domain name.
Because so much counterfeiting/piracy of digital content takes place by the
infringement~enabling bit torrent software ofTPB, we request the USTR to exert
.
pressure on the Netherlands by listing it ~s a country on either the Priority Watch List or
on the Watch List as it did with Sweden a few years ago when TPB was based there.
Such pressure may cause the Netherlands to either shut down TPB's torrent search
•
tracker software or greatly restrict the company's ability to induce and facilitate
copyright infringement and piracy within its borders.

III. OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE GLOBAL IPR PROTECTION
AND ENFORCEMENT
Apmt from the challenges highlighted above, we see some additional near-term
opp01tunities to strengthen the global framework for advanced manufacturing and
industrial IPR.
Unique opportunities currently exist to raise the profile of trade secrets and IPR
protections generally within the Trans-Pacific Partnership {TPP) and the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). The issue of trade secrets has already been
included in draft negotiating agendas for both U.S. and EU negotiators in the ITIP ·
negotiations. Including trade secrets in a future TTIP Agreement will provide additional
leverage towards both the U.S. and EU policy process, and allow the U.S. and EU to set
the "gold standard" for trade secrets protection worldwide. Trade secrets language has
already been included in the TPP negotiations. Japan's entry into the negotiations
provides a futther opportunity to strengthen trade secrets protection in the agreement
and throughout the Asia-Pacific region. Finally, the T1IP negotiations in particular
offer a unique framework for the U.S. and EU to further codify existing bilateral IPRrelated cooperation.
Beyond the WTO, TPP and ITIP effotts, we also welcome and support the U.S.
Government's ongoing efforts to encourage and improve global IPR policymaking,
protection, and enforcement, and to drive innovation policies and market-based
technology development, deployment, and dissemination at home and abroad. A key
- 15 -
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challenge in the area oflPR is the continued lack of a broad, global understanding of the
positive role patents, trade secrets, and other forms of advanced manufacturing and
industrial IPR play- for businesses, workers, consumers, and even the environment,
· global health, and our economies as a whole. In this regard, we fully support the
findings reflected in the President's U.S. Trade Secrets Strategy presented earlier this
year. The findings pointed out the critical importance of diR!omatic efforts, education,
training, and global capacity building alongside domestic and foreign legislation, trade
negotiations and other forms ofpolicymaking and enforcement.
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